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Creativity and innovation have attracted 
increasing interest over the last decade 
as key twenty-first century skills (Binkley 

et al., 2012). In this paper, John Munro discusses 
whether creativity is a concept that we can 
identify and measure and what the creative 
process looks like. He also introduces the 
Intuitive Theory of Action, the point at which an 
individual becomes aware of new possibilities 
and develops a potential solution. 

Munro then examines how we can measure 
creativity in a variety of ways, from standardised 
tasks and tests through to self-assessment 
of creative attributes to the assessment of 
outcomes intended to show creativity. 

The paper puts forward practical ways 
that schools can implement an integrated 
approach to the measurement of creativity.

HOW IS CREATIVITY DEFINED? 
A range of definitions of creativity have been 
proposed (for example, Runco, & Jaeger, 2012; 
Treffinger, 2009).  Most refer to the ability to produce 
an outcome that is both original, unexpected or 
novel and useful, functional, appropriate, effective 
or relevant for its purpose.  Simonton (2012) 
described the connection as Creativity = Originality 
× Appropriateness.  Whether the outcome is original 
or appropriate is decided by reference to particular 
social, cultural, and historical criteria (Plucker, 
Beghetto & Dow, 2004). Some definitions include 
additional criteria such as:

 ■ Elegance: how understandable, elegant, 
polished, finished, aesthetic is it? 

 ■ Integration: how well does it operate as a 
‘whole’, an outcome that has integration or 
synthesis?

 ■ Germinality: how well does it open up new 
perspectives or opportunities, generate new 
creativity?

 ■ Emotionality: its capacity to stimulate positive 
emotions such as surprise or other relevant 
feelings, the ‘wow’ factor. 

 ■ Elaboration: the extent to which it has 
elaborated or reformulated what was known or 
done previously.

 
CREATIVITY IN EDUCATIONAL 
CURRICULA  
Certainly Australian and international curricula 
believe we can both assess and teach creativity. 
The Australian Curriculum identifies critical and 
creative thinking as part of the general capabilities. 
The critical and creative thinking learning domain 
identifies four interrelated elements that comprise 
knowledge here.  Each element comprises three 
components and describes how students develop 
thinking from Foundation to Year 10:

1. Students inquire, identify, explore and organise 
information and ideas. They pose or frame up 
questions that will guide the creative activity; 
identify and clarify information that is relevant 
to the enquiry and prioritise their ideas; collect, 
organise, analyse, compare and combine 
information.

2. Students generate ideas, possibilities and 
actions. They imagine possibilities and link ideas; 
plan a pathway for implementing their creative 
activity and for solving a problem; generate 
alternatives; investigate options and trial and 
evaluate possible solutions. 

3. Students reflect on the thinking and processes 
they used. They describe, analyse and evaluate 
the thinking strategies they used to find a 
solution; explain how and why they selected 
these thinking strategies; describe how they 
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transferred their knowledge to other contexts 
and how and why they made the transfer. 

4. Students analyse, synthesise and evaluate the 
reasoning and procedures they used.  They 
identify and analyse the reasoning they used to 
find and apply possible solutions; plan a pathway 
for implementing their creative activity and for 
solving a problem; evaluate the effectiveness of 
their ideas, products, methods and courses of 
action. 

The Australian Curriculum recommends that these 
four elements be embedded in the various domains. 

Internationally, the OECD values creative and critical 
thinking to the extent that it will include their 
assessment in the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) from 2021, in addition to 
reading, mathematics and science (Vincent-Lancrin, 
2017). An initial rubric to guide the development of 
assessment tasks is currently being trialed in several 
countries. It comprises the aspects shown in Table 1.

As you can see, the Australian and international 
approaches provide an essentially similar 
perspective on creativity and innovation that is 
consistent with the definitions. Both see it as the 
act of generating an outcome that is novel and 
judged to be functional or useful. The outcome can 
be a tangible product or a process such as a way 
of thinking or a set of ideas. If we as educators are 
to foster creativity, we need to recognise creative 
outcomes. The act comprises both creative and 
critical activity; a creative outcome requires both 
the generation of novel ideas and their analysis and 
evaluation.  

Both the Australian Curriculum and the OECD 
approaches imply that the act is not restricted to 
particular domains such as the creative arts, music, 
poetry or creative literature. It can be applied to all 
domains, including mathematics, economics and 
history. Both approaches see creativity in terms of 
ways of thinking processes. This thinking transforms 
a person's knowledge in particular ways. It leads 
to an outcome that meets the criteria for being 
creative. 

Table 1: A rubric to guide the development of OECD assessment tasks

Creativity  
Generating novel ideas and solutions

Critical thinking 
Questioning and evaluating ideas and solutions

Enquire Feel, empathise, observe, describe relevant 
experience and information 
Explore, seek and generate ideas

Understand the context/frame and boundaries of the 
problem  
Challenge assumptions, check accuracy, analyse gaps in 
knowledge

Imagine Make connections, integrate other disciplinary 
perspectives stretch and play with unusual/risky/
radical ideas

Identify strengths and weaknesses of evidence, 
arguments and claims 

Do/share Produce, perform or envision something that is 
personally novel

Appraise/base/justify opinion/products on logical, ethical 
or aesthetic criteria/reasoning

Reflect Assess the novelty of solutions and possible 
consequences

Acknowledge uncertainty/limits of chosen solution/
position

Taken from Vincent-Lancrin (2017).
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The distinction between creative thinking and 
creative outcomes is important for how we think 
about creativity in education and how we measure 
it. It assumes that we can distinguish between the 
capacity to generate creative outcomes and the 
actual creation of them. The generative capacity is 
referred to as ‘creative potential’ and the outcomes 
as creative products or ‘artifacts’. 

The distinction assists us to unpack what we mean 
by creativity in education. Both the definitions and 
the curricula provide explicit criteria for determining 
the extent to which an outcome is judged to be 
creative. Criteria for measuring the capacity of 
individuals to engage in the creative process can be 
derived from unpacking this activity. The following 
section examines the creative process in more 
depth. 

WHAT DOES THE CREATIVE 
PROCESS LOOK LIKE?
The knowledge trajectory of a creative idea

Most of us are familiar with examples of creativity 
in science and technology, for example that James 
Watt created the steam condenser that improved 
steam engines or that Marie Curie developed the 
theory of radioactivity. The historical accounts of 
how these and many other creators responded 
to challenges or solved problems show a range of 

common features in the emergence of a creative 
outcome. First, their creative outcomes were a 
response to a challenging issue at the time.

Second, they defined the issue in terms of a 
particular problem or specific enquiry or question 
that guided the investigation.  The skill to explicate or 
unpack what was often a broad issue into a specific 
focused enquiry is a key aspect of being creative.  
They were also prepared to modify their question or 
redirect their enquiry as they tested it. Others in their 
culture at the time would have been aware of the 
issue but did not respond to it in this way. 

Third, they built an extensive knowledge about the 
issue. Many formed an expert understanding of the 
issue as they researched it. 

Fourth, they looked at the issue in novel ways.  
This often involved linking their interpretation of 
the problem or issue with other aspects of their 
knowledge. They thought divergently and inferred 
possibilities. They scanned what they knew and 
spontaneously generated new, unique links. This 
process has been called ‘making fluid analogies’ or 
‘far transfer’. The individual applies what they know 
about an apparently unrelated topic to the issue 
at hand. Interestingly, they often reported forming 
a visual image of these links (Simon, 2001). James 
Watt, for example, recalled experimenting with 
steam from his mother’s boiling kettle. 

Many of the creators described how they became 
aware of a potential solution. It appeared as an 
image, or a flash of insight.  There are four aspects of 
these visualisation experiences that led to creative 
outcomes: 

 ■ They appeared as a visualised image, often 
described as being 'in the mind’s eye'. They were 
well-defined and could easily be remembered 
and used. 

THE DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN CREATIVE 

THINKING AND 
CREATIVE OUTCOMES 

IS IMPORTANT FOR 
HOW WE THINK 

ABOUT CREATIVITY IN 
EDUCATION AND HOW 

WE MEASURE IT. 
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DIAGRAM: THE KNOWLEDGE TRAJECTORY OF A CREATIVE IDEA

Identify a challenging issue that needs a 
response

Define the issue as a problem or question to 
be investigated

Build extensive knowledge about the 
issue

Look at the issue from multiple perspectives 
by combining multiple parts of your 
knowledge in novel ways, until a possible 
solution appears as a flash of insight

Map the flash of insight into an intuitive 
theory of action

Analyse, evaluate and research the intuitive 
theory and modify it as you get feedback. 
Allow the creative outcome to emerge

Share the creative outcome with others 
including with individuals and groups who 
are recognised experts in the domain

?
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 ■ They appeared suddenly and instantly in a 
completed, whole structure, rather than being 
built up bit by bit. 

 ■ They were unique and personal to the 
individual, deriving from the individual’s earlier 
personal experiences of their world.

 ■ They often appeared suddenly at unexpected 
times, when the creator was engaged in 
activities unrelated to the task and disengaged 
from thinking consciously about the topic.  
During these times they have often allowed 
ideas to ‘run wild’ in their minds. 

Fifth, they mapped their ‘flash of insight’ into an 
‘intuitive theory of action’ (or ITA) about a possible 
solution. Their theory was intuitive because it 
described what they believed might be possible 
based on their knowledge of the topic at hand.  It 
included their speculations or possible options. At 
the point of its generation the theory hadn’t been 
tested or evaluated. It was a theory of action because 
it was in a form that allowed it to be researched or 
investigated. Some were less able to describe their 
theory sufficiently well in language and expressed 
it in visual forms and art, concrete and mechanical 
models and demonstrations (Simon, 2001).

Sixth, they analysed, researched and extensively 
evaluated their intuitive theories and interpretations.  
This allowed them to map their intuitive theory 
into an objective theory about a phenomenon 
or a solution to a problem that had empirical 
validity and support. The creator needed to collect 
evidence to test the intuitive theory. They did this in 
a range of ways, including in scientific experiments, 
by generating a product and trying it out or by 
collecting the responses of relevant others. A key 
question examined by the creator was: How well 
does the intuitive theory explain the phenomenon 
or solve the problem?

During this phase the creator may have modified 
their initial creation repeatedly to respond to the 
ongoing outcomes of the experimentation or 
evaluation. They needed to know how to implement 
the evaluation. They also needed to share their 
theory with other members of the community and 
to respond to and use evaluation and feedback.

Seventh, the novel objective theory and the 
outcomes and products that derived from it were 
communicated more broadly, investigated within 
the community and are judged in terms of their 
relevance and effectiveness. The creator needed 
to know how to engage in this communication 
and to help others see the relevance and value of 
their creation. This may have required the ability to 
persuade others of the need for their creation and of 
its value.

These seven steps have scaffolded and underpinned 
the emergence of creative ideas, and their 
associated outcomes and products, for the most 
notable creators. This knowledge trajectory also has 
implications for how we identify and assess creativity 
in the classroom. Each phase delivers particular 
knowledge outcomes, and when educators know 
to look for these, they are more able to recognise 
instances of creativity and to respond formatively to 
them. 

HOW DO WE GET THESE 
OUTCOMES?
This seven-phase trajectory can be aligned with 
two approaches that describe creativity; the 
stages models and the separate factors models. 
Both have relevance for identifying and assessing 
creativity in education. The trajectory shows the 
phases of knowledge reported by the creators. It 
has been described in creativity research by the 
‘stages models’ that conceptualise creativity as 
comprising a number of stages. In 1926, Graham 
Wallas proposed a four stage model. An individual 
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detects new information (the Information 
stage), thinks about it (Incubation), generates 
a novel interpretation (Illumination) and tests it 
(Verification). This model has been modified over 
the decades and continues to inform research. This 
paper draws on Cropley and Cropley’s (2012) stages 
model that is described in a later section. 

The trajectory also identifies key factors that 
influence each phase. The second type of model 
identifies the separate factors implicated in 
creativity. Rhodes (1961) proposed four factors in his 
‘Four P’s framework’:  

 ■ The creative person: this refers to the capacities 
of the creator or actor and includes their creative 
potential.

 ■ The creative process: this refers to the activity in 
which the individual engages to generate the 
creative outcome and includes their motivation, 
learning, thinking, and communication skill.  

 ■ The creative press: this is the relationship 
between the creative individual and the 
environment and cultures in which they interact 
during the entire creative activity. It includes 
the extent to which the culture supports 
the creative activity, scaffolds it and provides 
feedback. 

 ■ The creative product: this is the outcome of the 
creative activity. 

The Four P’s framework has been extended 
in various ways. For example, Simonton (1990) 
recommended that it include the ability to convince 
others of one’s creative work – that is, creative 
persuasion.  In his Five A’s framework, Glăveanu 
(2013) describes creativity as an event in which an 
actor (the creator) interacts in particular ways (that 
are referenced on thinking creatively) with issues or 
objects in their culture to generate an outcome (an 

artifact) that is judged by others (the audience) to be 
creative. Each issue or object has specific functions, 
uses or purposes that determine how it can be used 
– its ‘affordances’.

This way of looking at creativity modifies the Four P’s 
framework in two main ways. First, it differentiates 
the creative press into two parts: the audience, who 
interact with and respond to the creative activity at 
all phases of the creative trajectory and the focus 
or ‘object’ of the creative activity, that has particular 
functions of uses. It extends the Four P’s framework 
to the Five A’s framework; the five aspects of actors, 
actions, artifacts, audiences, and affordances.

Second, it perceives the five aspects interacting 
during the creative process. This focus on the 
interaction is important in that it is ‘bi-directional’ or 
reciprocal. The creative outcome is a consequence 
of the integrated networked or synergistic activity. 

Both types of models have relevance for identifying 
and assessing creativity in the classroom, particularly 
when they are synthesised. Progress through the 
various stages requires a range of personal capacities 
including the ability to think strategically and 
purposefully, conative influences (personality and 
motivational aspects) and emotional-affective factors.  

At each stage in the creative process the creator 
uses their personal capacities to interact with their 
environment and culture. The context can either 
foster and scaffold or restrict the development of 
creative outcome. The focus on the environmental 
interactions during the creative activity can assist 
educators to examine the extent to which their 
classroom culture and climate, as well as their 
pedagogy, scaffold and support creative activity.

This distinction between the audience and 
the object of the creative activity in the Five A’s 
framework is important in the classroom. The ways 
in which students interact with the audience in 
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their environment or culture are different from 
how they interact with the object or focus of the 
creative activity. Imagine a Year 4 student thinking 
creatively about living on the Moon. The information 
they have about living on the Moon will shape their 
understanding at any time in different ways from 
the feedback they get from significant others in 
their culture. Both types of interaction are necessary. 

THE INTUITIVE THEORY OF ACTION
This paper proposes that an essential aspect in 
the knowledge change trajectory for creativity 
involves the development of the intuitive theory of 
action (ITA).  This is the point at which the individual 
becomes aware of new possibilities, or possible 
options for a solution. As noted earlier, it begins 
with the flash of insight, when the individual links 
or associates previously separate ideas and sees, in 
this synthesis, a possible solution. The flash of insight 
is the point at which a possible solution becomes 
apparent.

Prior to this phase, the individual forms an extensive 
knowledge of the phenomenon or issue. Through 
reflection, thinking inferentially or divergently, they 
link this knowledge with other knowledge.  They 
combine two or more areas of knowledge into a 
broader understanding of the topic. In an earlier 
section I called this process ‘fluid analogising’ or 
‘making far transfer’. This is a key part of the process 
– the flash of insight does not occur randomly, but 
is the result of extensive information gathering and 
deep thinking.   

We noted earlier how the flash of insight is formed 
initially as an image or visualisation.  It is then 
restructured as an intuitive theory of action about 
the possible solution or outcome. The idea or theory 
at this point is intuitive because it hasn't yet been 
tested. It contains both facts and possibilities.  These 
are synthesised and specify actions the individual 
can take to test the theory.

The four P’s of creativity

FOCUS ON

Internal attributes  
of the person PERSON

Primary cognitive 
mechanisms PROCESS

Feature of products 
or consensus around 
them

The social as 
an external set 
of variables 
conditioning 
creativity

PRODUCT

PRESS

FOCUS ON

The five A’s of creativity

Personal attributes in relation to 
a societal context

Coordinated psychological and 
behavioural manifestation

ACTOR

ACTION

Cultural context of artifact 
production and evaluation

ARTIFACT

The interdedependence 
between creators and a social 

and material world

AUDIENCE

AFFORDANCE

Figure 1. Comparing the four P’s and the five A’s as frameworks. From Glăveanu (2013), 71.
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Wallas (Sadler-Smith, 2015) provides a valuable 
description of this process.  He distinguished 
between three types of awareness or consciousness 
during cognitive activity: 

1. Thinking activity of which the individual is not 
consciously aware; ‘unconscious thinking’ or 
cognitive incubation (Sio & Ormerod, 2009).

2. Thinking that is largely intuitive and in a 
wholistic imagery form (fringe consciousness).

3. Thinking that is conscious and that permits the 
active manipulation of ideas.

He proposed that the ITA begins in unconscious 
thinking, enters awareness in a holistic imagery 
or intuitive form in ‘fringe conscious thinking’ and 
is then converted to a testable theory of action 
through analytic conscious thinking. Wallas 
quotes one creator describing the transition from 
unconscious to fringe awareness as: “I often know 
that the solution is coming, though I don't know 
what the solution will be” (Sadler-Smith, 2015, p. 97). 

The flash of insight has been described as the ‘aha’ 
or ‘eureka’ moment in the creative process.  It does 
not materialise out of nothing but is the culmination 
of much intellectual work. As well, it is important 
to note that although it is possible to support the 
generation of creative thoughts, it is not possible to 
guarantee that they will emerge. While knowledge 
and application of thinking skills are important, 
creative ideas are also influenced by the individuals 
involved and the context in which they operate 
(Beghetto, 2019).

Research has examined the emergence of the 
‘eureka’ moment. During problem solving in 
the mathematics classroom, for example, it is 
characterised by both cognitive and emotional 
features (the dissociation theory of affective/
cognitive duality). Stoppel and Czarnocha (2017) 
question the affective-cognitive balance in the 

process and in particular the extent to which it 
is primarily emotional. This is important given 
the extent to which learning in domains such as 
mathematics is seen as objective and rational, with 
little valuing of the expression of emotion during 
learning. 

The flash of insight has been linked with particular 
brain patterns. More creative individuals allocate 
their cognitive attention in diffuse ways and take 
account of a broader range of environmental stimuli 
than those individuals who are less creative and 
who focus their attention on a more narrow range 
of stimuli (Folley & Park, 2005; Friedman & Förster, 
2005; Rowe et al., 2007). Their creative thinking 
draws more on right hemispheric association areas 
used in semantic processing (Stringaris et al., 2006).   

Problems such as anagrams can be solved in 
multiple ways. Two alternative strategies are: (1) 
the systematic, analytic and sequential analysis 
of the problem and possible solutions and (2) the 
sudden insightful awareness of the solution in a 
more holistic way. Kounios et al. (2008) examined 
the relationship between the resting-state brain 
activity of adults and the problem solving strategy 
they used.  Some researchers believe these resting-
state brain patterns are relatively stable over time 
(for example, Damoiseaux et al., 2006).  Those 
participants more likely to use insight strategies over 
the systematic search strategies showed a higher 
level of right over left hemisphere activity than their 
systematic sequential thinkers, particularly in the 
lateral association areas when they were ‘resting 
cognitively’. 

These research findings suggest that the 
development of ITAs require particular types 
of brain activities. They also assist in unpacking 
creative potential in terms of brain activity. For 
creative outcomes, the classroom needs to scaffold 
and encourage the flash of insight, unconscious 
thinking, intuitive and holistic thinking, and the 
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linking of emotions with cognition. It needs to 
provide the opportunity for creative thinkers to 
explicate, rationalise and evaluate their ITAs.  

The formation of ITAs in the classroom  

From a measurement perspective, can we see 
evidence that students form ITAs about classroom 
teaching? Consider the following scenario.

A Year 8 class was learning about how the human 
body digests food.  The teacher described the 
journey of a hamburger, through the buccal cavity, 
the oesophagus, stomach and into the intestine.  
The teacher mentioned that the gastric juices in 
stomach, including hydrochloric acid, break down 
protein foods such as meat, eggs and milk. 

The teacher asked: “Did anyone think of questions 
about this that I haven’t mentioned?” One student, 
Gina, asked: “How do the glands in the wall of the 
stomach know how much acid to squirt out?” The 
teacher asked: “Why do you ask this question?” 

Gina explained: “You said that too much acid 
could cause ulcers. Not enough wouldn’t break 
down all the food. If I ate a hamburger today and a 
salad yesterday, my stomach would need different 
amounts of hydrochloric acid. I don’t think I have 
ulcers in my stomach and so somehow my body 
controls it. Do my eyes somehow work out how 
much acid I would need for food I will eat? Can you 
tell somehow by chewing the food? Do you have 
detectors in your stomach to tell you?” This was 
Gina’s ITA about the teaching.

Gina interpreted the teaching information 
differently from her peers.  They generally converted 
the teaching information to an essentially literal 
understanding. Gina went much further. She 
identified a problem or an issue and defined the 
issue in terms of a specific enquiry or question. She 
looked at the issue in a way that was not typical for 
her cohort. Her interpretation showed evidence 

of inferences and possibilities that none of her 
class peers, exposed to the same teaching, formed 
spontaneously. She inferred that digestion is a set of 
chemical reactions that need to be controlled and 
that this happens by managing or controlling the 
amount of each chemical. She synthesised these 
into a ‘big idea’ or model about digestion. Her ITA 
extended the teaching. It included both known facts 
and possibilities about digestion. It was intuitive at 
the time because Gina hadn’t tested or evaluated 
it. It was in a form that allowed it to be researched 
or investigated. It was unique to Gina; her peers 
were initially surprised by her interpretation of the 
information.

Interestingly, both Gina and two peers 
independently researched her ITA on the internet 
after the class and reported their interpretations in 
the next science lesson. Although her peers did not 
spontaneously form her ITA during the first lesson, 
they were sufficiently interested in and motivated by 
her possibilities to pursue them. 

Forming the ITA requires multiple ways of thinking

Gina’s unique interpretation of the teaching 
suggested the spontaneous use of a range of 
thinking strategies. She formed inferences and 
synthesised them to form the possibility that the 
uncontrolled release of digestive juices could 
damage an individual’s stomach. This typified 
divergent thinking. As well, she analysed and 
evaluated her inferences and the links between 
them. This allowed her to check that her emerging 
interpretation was comprehensible. This is typical of 
convergent thinking. 

The creative process involves both the generation 
of novel ideas and interpretations and also their 
analysis and evaluation, in response to a particular 
problem, issue or challenge. Framing the problem 
or issue, comprehending the relevant information, 
forming the ITA, its analysis, modification and 
communication can all include the generation of 
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new ideas.  Each is analysed and evaluated in terms 
of the convergent outcome.

The two processes operate in each stage of the 
creativity trajectory in a balanced way. The analysis 
and evaluation component is influenced both 
by the creator and through the interactions they 
have with their environment. The generation and 
analysis-evaluation processes have been described 
as the divergent-exploratory and convergent-
integrated modes respectively in the creative 
process (Barbot, Besançon, & I Lubart, 2011). The 
measurement of creativity needs to take account of 
both.

TYPES OF CREATIVITY?
The characteristics of each individual ITA, and 
therefore the quality and impact of their creative 
outcomes, differ. The creation of a Guernica 
or a Theory of Relativity requires knowledge, 
thinking, emotional and a range of other personal 
characteristics, as well as social and cultural 
support, usually not available to children. This has 
led some researchers to propose that children and 
adolescents are unlikely to be creative. 

I have already indicated my belief that children and 
adolescents can be creative. This is evidenced by 
child prodigies in domains such as literature (Minou 
Drouet), art (Pablo Picasso), mathematics (Carl 
Gauss), chess (Judit Polgar) and astronomy (Tanishq 
Abraham). These are usually children aged younger 
than 10 years who have achieved an eminent level of 
proficiency in a domain (Feldman & Morelock, 2011).  

It is also evidenced in the activity of children in the 
course of everyday living and in how they interact 
with information in the classroom. Gina’s activity, I 
believe, is an instance of this. Another example is a 4 
year old, in their play with toys, who develops a novel 
way of overcoming an obstacle that their peers 
could also use to confront the obstacle without 
receiving prior teaching or help from others. Their 
outcomes met the criteria of novelty or originality 

and functionality or use mentioned in the OECD 
rubric described earlier by engaging the thinking 
specified in the Critical and Creative Thinking 
learning domain. 

What I am proposing here is the possibility of 
multiple levels of sophistication in creativity. This 
is consistent with the identification initially of two 
types or levels of creativity, ‘Big-c’ and ‘Little-c’ that 
were further differentiated into the Four C Model of 
Creativity (Kaufman & Beghetto 2009):   

1. Big-c: these outcomes change in substantial 
ways how a culture knows, thinks, feels 
and lives. They lead to paradigm changes 
in a domain such as science, music, art or 
literature. They allow a culture to progress. They 
require high levels of expertise, high creative 
thinking, particular personality and emotional 
dispositions and institutional and cultural 
opportunities. 

2. Little-c: these outcomes lead to smaller, novel 
changes in everyday contexts. It requires 
domain knowledge and skills, the ability to 
use creative processes and thinking skills, task 
motivation and environmental opportunities, 
creative attitudes and dispositions such 
as unconventionality, inquisitiveness and 
imagination, and the ability to display or share 
the creative outcomes.      

3. Mini-c: these are outcomes that lead to creative 
changes in how an individual acts or what the 
individual knows; they don’t necessarily lead to 
changes in how others operate. It can draw on 
a more restricted domain knowledge and skills. 
Mini-c outcomes may not be obvious in the 
classroom unless teachers know what mini-c 
creativity looks like and provide opportunities for 
it to emerge. 

4. Pro-c: this refers to creative outcomes that lie 
between Little-c and Big-c in their impact or 
influence on a domain, institution or culture.  
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These outcomes change practices and thinking 
in a field in various ways. They include outcomes 
that extend and transform current practices to 
create new products, knowledge or practices 
within an existing domain. Pro-c requires an 
expert understanding of the field or domain 
and the ability to reflect on it and to evaluate, 
analyse and weigh up the ideas. 

The Four C Model offers a framework for 
conceptualising and classifying the levels of 
creative expression and provides a potential path or 
trajectory of creative maturation. A young creator 
might show Mini-c in their play, or even Little-c if 
given appropriate environmental scaffolding and 
encouragement. By developing extensive expertise 
and focusing on field-wide issues and ideas, they 
may move onto the stage of Pro-c in specific 
domains. They may ultimately achieve a Big-c 
contribution to the field.  However, Kaufman and 
Beghetto (2009) suggest that it is not necessary 
that Big-c creators need to pass through the other 
categories to become an eminent creator. 

The four types involve the creators forming ITAs that 
are based on understanding the context and involve 
possibilities and options that question and extend 
individuals’ current knowledge.  The ITAs differ in 

the breadth of knowledge to which they apply and 
complexity of thinking on which they draw.  Mini-c 
creativity usually involves creative thinking about 
a personal issue in one’s immediate context. It has 
a limited impact and can deliver an outcome in a 
comparatively short time. Big-c creativity involves 
creative thinking about generally accepted ideas 
and practices in one’s culture. It has a much 
broader impact and usually takes a much longer 
time to deliver an outcome. The identification and 
measurement procedures can take account of 
these factors. 

CREATIVE POTENTIAL
The synthesis of the capacities an individual needs 
to generate a creative outcome is referred to as 
their ‘creative potential’.  This includes cognitive 
factors such as the ability to think strategically 
and purposefully, various non-cognitive conative 
influences (personality and motivational 
aspects) and emotional-affective factors. In 
this paper creative potential comprises the 
capacities discussed below. It is supported by the 
componential models of creativity (Amibile, 1996; 
Urban, 2002).  

The capacity to generate creative outcomes 
requires, firstly, knowledge and skills in the specific 
focus of the creativity. The individual needs a good 
understanding of the topic, relative to their level, and 
the ability to think about it automatically. ‘Relative 
to their level’ is key. Gina, for example, had a good 
understanding of digestion for a Year 8 student. 

The individual also needs to believe that their 
knowledge can be enhanced. They can use this 
knowledge to analyse, evaluate, and elaborate 
information. Gina believed that there was more to 
know about how the stomach breaks down food.

Whether creativity is restricted to particular domains 
or is a more broadly based phenomenon continues 
to be debated (Kaufman & Baer, 2004). Some 
aspects of one’s creative potential may be domain 

THE FOUR TYPES 
INVOLVE THE CREATORS 

FORMING INTUITIVE 
THEORIES OF ACTION 
THAT ARE BASED ON 

UNDERSTANDING 
THE CONTEXT AND 

INVOLVE POSSIBILITIES 
AND OPTIONS THAT 

QUESTION AND EXTEND 
INDIVIDUALS’ CURRENT 

KNOWLEDGE. 
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Table 2. The creativity criteria, the types of tasks used to assess each, and the scoring protocol

Creativity 
criterion

The task used to assess it How it is scored

Fluency Produce a large number of ideas in words, 
figural images or actions

Critical thinking, questioning and evaluating ideas and 
solutions

Flexibility Think creatively and divergently, generate 
a range of ideas by making novel links, shift 
between domains, analyse, evaluate and 
synthesise

Number of categories of relevant responses

Originality Generate uncommon or unique ideas that are 
less obvious or expected

The originality/novelty of the responses

Elaboration Develop, embellish  or elaborate ideas Amount of detail in the responses

Usefulness Generate ideas that are practical and relevant The relevance of the responses

Abstractness Sense the essence of a problem or an issue, its 
level of abstraction

Level of abstraction

Resistance to 
premature 
closure

Keep an open mind,  work with unanswered 
questions from multiple perspectives

Level of engagement with unanswered questions, 
unresolved issues

specific while others can be applied across domains 
(Urban, 2002).  

Secondly, would-be creators need the ability to think 
creatively about the ideas. This includes the ability to 
think divergently, and to analyse and evaluate. They 
need to frame up specific problems or challenges 
in a situation, to infer from the content and to link to 
other areas of knowledge. They generate novel ideas 
from a range of categories and synthesise them into 
an ITA. As well they need to manage, direct, monitor 
and regulate their creative activity. Together these 
comprise an individual's capacity to be creative: their 
creative potential.

Over the past seven decades over 250 tasks and 
tests have been developed to assess aspects of 
individuals’ creative potential. These include the 
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) (Torrance, 
1999) and the Evaluation of Potential Creativity 
(EPoC) (2009), both of whicht assess a range of 

creative thinking skills in the verbal and figural 
domains. The Test of Creative Thinking (TCT-DP) 
(Urban & Jellen, 1996) assesses creativity through 
drawing. Table 2 shows the attributes usually 
assessed, the types of tasks used, and the scoring 
protocol. 

Creative potential also requires the ability to direct 
and manage one’s general thinking for creativity, 
to retain relevant knowledge in memory, plan 
the thinking pathway, use the most appropriate 
thinking at any time, monitor progress, and modify 
one's thinking as the activity proceeds, and show 
autonomy in one's thinking. This is not usually 
assessed in isolated, separate tasks, but should 
be examined in the measurement of the creative 
process (outlined on the following page). 

It also requires the ability to understand the nature 
of creativity and being creative. Creators should 
be open to new ideas, be willing to take risks and 
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understand that creative ideas have their own 
trajectories. They also need to be committed, 
focused and intrinsically motivated to bring the idea 
to fruition.

The conative aspects of creativity are usually 
measured using rating scales and inventories. 
Respondents comment either on aspects of their 
lives that indicate creativity and how frequently 
they engage in creative activities (biographical 
inventories) on how they believe they operate 
in problem solving contexts (creative thinking 
self-beliefs) or on the extent to which adjectives 
associated with creativity describe them. Some 
scales ask respondents to judge how well they 
display the personality traits linked with creativity, 
based on their earlier experiences or how they 
might solve problems. Alternatively, their teachers, 
parents or peers may be asked to comment on the 
behaviours they display that may be interpreted as 
indicative of creativity. 

These tools have some key limitations. First, self-
reports are subjective, with possible bias and social 
desirability influences. Second, each tool only 
measures partial or isolated aspects of creativity. 
These limitations should be taken into account 
when deciding how best to measure creative 
potential.

MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE 
PROCESS
We noted earlier that the creative process proceeds 
through a number of phases of knowledge change 
described by the stages models. The model used 
here is a modification of Cropley and Cropley’s (2012) 
stages model shown in Table 3. It uses their names 
for each stage with Sadler-Smith’s recommended 
modification to Wallas’ model shown in brackets. 
Intimation is located between Incubation and 
Illumination because individuals need to think 
divergently about the ideas before they can form 
possibilities. These three stages probably overlap in 
activity.  

Measurement of the creative process focuses 
on what the individual knows and does about 
implementing the creative process. It involves 
collecting data about the outcome of each stage. 
Activity here comes from the individual’s creative 
potential (their ways of thinking, motivational 
style and personality features) interacting with the 
audience and the affordance. The synthesis of these 
delivers the outcome for the stage (Cropley & Urban, 
2000). If an outcome is not available, the creative 
process will either cease or be redirected, possibly to 
an earlier stage.

Outcomes at the intimation and illumination stages 
provide evidence of the flash of insight, the student’s 
ability to reflect and the fluid analogy links they 
make. Measurement at the incubation stage shows 
evidence of divergent thinking and openness to 
developing the novel interpretation. Measurement 
of metacognitive processes used manage and steer 
the creative activity can be included.

This paper proposes that this sequence of 
knowledge change underpins the four types of 
creativity noted earlier. We are familiar with it 
for Big-c creativity. Young children engaging in 
Mini-c or Little-c creativity move through the same 
sequence more rapidly for a much narrower domain 
of knowledge. Extended open-ended investigative 
projects and complex problem solving tasks that 
require students to generate creative, innovative 
or unusual solutions or outcomes can be used to 
assess the creativity process. These types of tasks 
predict the later creative achievements of artists 
(Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1976). 

Examples include the DISCOVER tasks (Maker, 
2006) and Sternberg’s (2006, 2009) diffuse social 
problem solving tasks. Students are provided with 
open-ended or ill-structured problems and require 
the ability and willingness to frame up, or problem-
find, and plan a solution. My recommendations 
for constructing and implementing the problems 
and for scoring the solving activity in terms of its 
creativity are described elsewhere (Munro, 2015).
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Cropley and Cropley's stages model

Stage Measures the extent to which individuals:

Preparation Identify a problem or challenge (problem finding), clarify and define it

Activation (information) Learn, collate and organise the relevant domain knowledge

Generation (incubation) Generate divergent and novel, intuitive interpretations of the problem; they infer, analyse and 
make new links

Generation (intimation) Show evidence of active ‘wondering’ and searching for possibilities through self reflection

Illumination Are aware of a novel possibility or a solution from which they form an ITA

Verification Analyse, evaluate and refine/modify the ITA and convert it to an initial outcome

Communication Share the outcome with others and use feedback to evaluate and modify it

Validation Respond to judgments of the relevance and effectiveness of the creative outcome

Each student’s activity can be assessed in terms 
of a number of problem solving skills used in an 
integrated way. These provide a set of criteria you 
can use to evaluate a student’s solution attempts. 
These examine the student’s ability to:

1. Define the problem or issue

2. Identify possible solutions

3. Develop a possible solution pathway

4. Decide what they might need to know and do 
to solve the problem, with whom  they might 
need to collaborate  

5. Decide barriers that could restrict their solution 
activity and how they could overcome these 
obstacles

6. Decide how their problem solving activity could 
affect others and influence the community in 
which it was done and how they might ‘bring 
the community’ with them

7. Decide how they could monitor the 
effectiveness of their problem solving activity.

Each criterion is assessed in terms of the number 
of separate ideas mentioned (the fluency) and 
the extent of divergent thinking displayed.  This 
scoring also provides an indication of a student’s 
creative engagement, their creative self-efficacy, 
their metacognition as a creator, their intrinsic 
motivation and their ability to communicate their 
solution.  The seven criteria can be applied more 
generally to instances of Mini-c or Little-c creativity 
in the classroom. Educators look for instances 
and if possible, record them visually or at least ask 
students to recount how they progressed through 
the activity.

MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE 
CULTURE
This is the context or environment in which the 
creative activity occurs.  The interaction between 
creative individuals and their cultures is critical for 
all aspects of the creative process. It influences, for 
example, a person's motivation to engage in the 
activity, which, in turn, affects creativity (Said-Metwali 
et al., 2017). The nature of this interaction changes as 
the creative process progresses. It includes access 
to phenomena in one’s culture that stimulate and 
scaffold the curiosity or interest of the creator and 
that provide information about it.
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There also needs to be cultural support to pursue the 
creative activity. This includes the environment valuing 
new ideas and providing the opportunity for the 
creator to display high intrinsic motivation and drive 
to pursue novel ideas. The culture should also provide 
both the opportunity for the creator to communicate 
their creative work and feedback about it.

The classroom is an important culture for the student 
creator. An issue for measurement here is the extent 
to which the classroom permits creative activity. ITAs 
are necessary for the generation of creative outcomes. 
In the creative knowledge trajectory, they mediate 
between an individual’s creative potential and 
whether they actually generate creative outcomes. 
Students can have the potential but not realise it in 
outcomes. Classroom cultural support for creativity will 
be indicated in teachers’ responses to ITAs.  

The features of ITAs often disconcert teachers. Their 
intuitive nature means they may contain inaccuracies 
or errors. The ITAs include possibilities that the student 
has not yet tested. When given the opportunity to 
reflect on or field-test them, they operate as creators 
and either validate, modify or reject them.  Teachers 
may want to correct inaccuracies, rather than allow 
their students to investigate the ITAs. 

Furthermore, ITAs are personal and subjective; 
they are not formed only from the teaching and 
contain extra ideas. Teachers may see them lacking 
objectivity. There may have an element of uncertainty 
about them and may require students to entertain 
unanswered questions or ambiguities.  

Teachers can identify examples of creative thinking 
when they know what these look like and when they 
provide the opportunity for the ITAs to be shared. The 
classroom culture can either foster or restrict their 
emergence.  

One issue for the measurement of creativity is the 
extent to which the classroom provides explicit 
opportunities for the ITAs to emerge. Educators and 

schools can develop indicators of a classroom climate 
that is likely to support the development of ITAs 
and evaluate the extent to which teaching typically 
supports them. They can examine, for example, the 
extent to which the classroom culture affords students 
the opportunity to: 

 ■ ‘Incubate’ and ‘illuminate’ ideas and to use 
the three types of thinking noted by Wallis. To 
what extent does a classroom foster the ‘flash 
of insight’? Does it provide time for personal 
reflection or time to play with ideas? 

 ■ Express the emotions associated with creative 
activity, to be curious, think intuitively and to 
imagine.

 ■ Form and show their ITAs and provide time for 
this.

 ■ Reflect on how their ITAs can solve social problems 
(Sternberg, 2009). Students are guided to ‘read’ 
their cultures and link their ITAs with them. 

 ■ Link their understanding with what others know 
and value and how to communicate their novel 
ideas and ‘bring along the audience’, that is, 
‘creative persuasion’.

Systematic reviews of the characteristics of classroom 
cultures that foster creative learning is provided by 
Davies, Jindal-Snape, Collier, Digby, Hay & Howe (2013) 
and de Souza (2000). They note the importance of 
classroom cultures that, firstly, provide the opportunity 
for students to play with ideas in self-directed ways, 
have choice in what and how they learn, to learn 
collaboratively and outside of the school. Secondly, 
that focus on students’ strengths and interests, accept 
multiple interpretations of a topic and involve non-
prescriptive planning, and thirdly that build respectful 
student-teacher relationships and enhance student 
self‐confidence. 
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Classroom cultures that inhibit creativity provide 
limited opportunities for students to engage with 
content in a personal way. Matching findings have 
been reported for the work environment. Hunter, 
Beddel and Mumford (2007), in a meta-analysis, 
noted that creativity correlated with challenge, 
intellectual stimulation, and positive social 
interactions.

The extent to which classroom cultures foster 
creative learning has been measured through 
student and teacher perceptions of classroom 
practice and through observations of it. For 
example, the Classroom Activities Questionnaire 
(CAQ) (Cicchelli, 1989) identifies aspects of classroom 
practice that facilitate creative thinking skills. These 
include encouraging students to build on strong 
content knowledge through discussion and adding 
their own ideas, valuing thinking skills and deep 
learning, and fostering a climate characterised 
by divergence, humour and openness. The CAQ 
continues to be used in education and research, for 
example in Armfield’s (2007) evaluation of learning 
and teaching in an innovative middle school 
program. Research suggests that classrooms that 
foster an open climate and higher-level thinking 
have higher creativity scores (Houtz and Denmark, 
1983).

MEASUREMENT OF THE 
AFFORDANCES
As well as interacting with people in their 
environments, creators also interact with significant 
objects in their environment. These objects are 
a focus of their activity throughout the creativity 
process. They shape how a person thinks about 
them and how they interact with them. An object 
does this through how it is and what it offers – its 
affordances. 

For example, a person sees a cup and identifies it as 
a means for drinking liquids. They have learnt this 
from their culture. They may not see it as a means 

of transferring heat, as a candle holder, as a location 
for a herb garden, as a goal for ping pong basketball 
or as a bird feeder. The affordances that you see 
an object offering determine how you relate to it. 
The Five A’s framework (Glăveanu, 2013) proposes 
affordances as one of the factors in the creativity 
process.

Different people can interpret the same set of 
affordances differently, based on what they know 
and how they think and act. Creators respond to 
the affordances of a real-world item in innovative 
ways. They may discover new affordances and even 
create some. In other words, an object can be used 
in a range of ways, from conventional to highly 
innovative. 

Tasks that assess the thinking linked with 
understanding affordances are the Multiple Uses 
and Alternative Uses tasks. Future tasks could 
monitor changes in how an individual relates 
with an object as they progress along the creative 
trajectory and the range of ways in which they 
interact with it.

This paper assumes that an analysis of the creative 
process is incomplete without the interaction 
between the actor and the affordances. This impacts 
on the creative process and the emerging outcome.

MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE 
PRODUCTS
Measurement of the creative qualities of products 
has been recommended as a data source (Amable 
1982; Kaufmann and Baer, 2012) because they come 
closest to ‘real world’ creative production.  The 
product can be examined from two perspectives: 
the final outcome and the gradually emerging 
outcome. The main focus on measurement here 
is on the final outcome, although the criteria used 
for the assessment often involve making inferences 
about the creator’s thinking and conative attributes 
as they developed it. 
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The Consensual Assessment Technique

The Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) 
involves the measurement of outcomes. Individuals 
produce creative outcomes in domains, such as art, 
music, science, maths or literature. The tasks are 
open ended to allow more originality and flexibility 
in outcomes and to dependence on domain specific 
skills.

These are rated by experts in the domain who share 
a set of subjective standards for creativity in that 
domain and can recognise and judge creativity in 
it (Baer, Kaufmann and Gentile, 2004). Judges can, 
potentially, assess a product from both subjective 
and objective perspectives.

The outcome can be a tangible product or object, 
a process such as a way of thinking or a set of ideas 
such as a theory. They can be compared on various 
criteria, for example, their extent of originality, 
unexpectedness or novelty; or their usefulness, 
practicality, value, functionality, appropriateness, 
effectiveness or relevance for its purpose. Depending 
on the domain, additional criteria might include: 

 ■ Elegance: how polished, finished, aesthetic they 
are. 

 ■ Integration: how well each operates as an 
integrated ‘whole’.

 ■ Germinality: how well each opens new 
perspectives or options for further creativity.

 ■ Emotionality: how well each stimulates positive 
emotions such as surprise or other relevant 
feelings, the ‘wow’ factor. 

 ■ Elaboration: the extent to which each has 
elaborated or reformulated what was known or 
done previously.

The CAT has been used in schools to judge products 
in content areas such as art, literatures, science and 

technology (Cropley, 2000) and used by teachers to 
evaluate their students’ products score. For example, 
writing samples from eighth graders that included 
poems, fiction and personal narratives were rated 
for creativity by a panel of experts (Baer, Kaufmann 
& Gentile, 2004). High inter-rater reliability between 
the judges supports the use of CAT in school 
contexts. 

Creative outcomes in the classroom 
Outcomes in various classroom domains can 
be assessed in terms of their creative qualities 
(Kaufman & Baer, 2006). Students can show 
creativity in a range of contexts. These include:  

Creative storytelling ability

Students generate and write creative poetry or 
stories in various contexts, for example, given a title, 
part of a story or more pictures. With many young 
children, the creativity is shown in play scenarios 
that include story telling. Their outcomes can be 
assessed in terms of:

 ■ Novelty or originality: the extent to which 
the story developed is unusual and atypical of 
children of that age.

 ■ Complexity: the extent to which the plot and 
form of the story shows sophistication and 
complexity in its organisation of ideas that is 
atypical of children of that age.

 ■ Emotionality: the extent to which the story 
communicates emotion and takes account of 
and engages its audience. 

 ■ Task appropriateness: how well the stories 
meet the specified criteria.
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  Creative artwork

Sternberg and Grigorenko, (2007) used the 
creative collage task. Children were given a set 
of plastic stickers and selected a topic from the 
list: Silliness, Happiness, My Home, or My Dream.  
They made a creative collage to match their topic, 
using the stickers. The outcomes were rated on 
abstractness, symmetry, originality, novel use of 
materials, likeability, craft and expressiveness, task 
appropriateness, and complexity.                                                                                        

   Creative problem solving in STEM

Open-ended ‘big’ problems can be formed from 
topics taught and students are encouraged 
to generate creative solutions. The topic of 
photosynthesis is frequently taught in the middle 
years. Photosynthesis is the process by which plants, 
in their leaves, convert carbon dioxide to oxygen.  
Students can investigate the challenge: How might 
the rate of photosynthesis be increased? They can 
speculate about the influence of variables such as 
the shape or size of the leaves, the temperature of 
the leaves, the type or intensity of light hitting each 
leaf.

  Creative thinking in reading

Grigorenko, Jarvin, Tan and Sternberg (2008) 
used reading comprehension to identify creative 
thinking. Students from grades 7–12 read fiction 
and non-fiction that differed in difficulty. Each 
had accompanying analytic (or traditional) 
comprehension tasks that assessed readers’ ability 
to recall information or to analyse the content of the 
reading passage and creative tasks that assessed 
five levels of proficiency: 

 ■ To elaborate or slightly modify the ideas in the 
text

 ■ To change in novel ways the ideas in the text, 
including its theme or context

 ■ To respond in creative ways to changes in the 
text 

 ■ To provide additional creative information for a 
text, for example, suggest a creative beginning 
or extension to a text 

 ■ To create novel variations to a text, for example, 
protagonists or narrative lines 

The creative items discriminated better for higher 
achievers while the traditional items discriminated 
between average learners.

 Creativity in productions and performances 

Outcomes on applied curriculum topics, open-
ended performances, productions and practical 
achievements in domains both in and outside of 
school can be assessed for evidence of creativity.  
Domains include music, dance, art, sports, 
technology or engineering. 

The outcomes can show evidence of creative 
thinking and learning in practical domains and 
personality and conative characteristics such 
as intrinsic motivation, drive, commitment and 
perseverance. Rubrics can be used to evaluate them.  
These examine evidence of the student’s:

 ■ understanding of the domain, the breadth and 
depth of knowledge underpinning the outcome

 ■ ability to think divergently and creatively, see 
implications and possibilities, analyse and 
evaluate, compare, apply and synthesise 
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 ■ ability to monitor and self-regulate their 
progress to the outcomes, how they planned 
and implement their activity, how they 
monitored, reviewed and modified their on-
going activity 

 ■ skills in pursuing, selecting, organising and 
using the relevant information, how they dealt 
with challenges that arose

 ■ intrinsic academic motivation, task 
commitment and focus

 ■ ability to engage collaboratively when necessary

 ■ attitudes and social skills, for example, attitudes 
toward cultural diversity, scientific attitudes, and 
interviewing individuals and groups

Portfolio assessment   

Teachers and students can collect samples of 
students’ outcomes over a relatively longer duration 
and assess them in terms of their creative quality.  
The portfolio may contain outcomes such as 
written and spoken information (essays, computer 
programs) art and sculpture pieces, constructions 
and other products, experiment journals, and 
videotaped recordings of outcomes in the visual and 
performing arts, dance, drama/theatre, technology, 
science and maths areas.  Rubrics can be designed 
to provide a set of criteria along which are complex 
products can be assessed in terms of the creativity 
expressed.

Students can also be encouraged to retain multiple 
drafts or progressive versions of the development 
of the product to illustrate their thought processes, 
their self-assessment of their trajectory and the 
developing sophistication of the product. Modern 
technology allows them to record the emerging 
product. Again, scoring rubrics can be used to 
provide evidence of the emerging outcome.

How to describe the quality of a student’s ITA?

The student’s ITA is the earliest form of the outcome. 
Its possibilities and options provide its creative 
features. The quality of an ITA is indicated by its 
semantic complexity. The Structure of the Observed 
Learning Outcomes (SOLO) Taxonomy (Biggs & 
Collis, 1982) and the Dynamic Skill Theory (Fischer, 
2008) provide taxonomies for assessing this. Each 
evaluates a student’s understanding following 
exposure to teaching in terms of the complexity of 
the ideas taught. Higher levels of complexity are 
associated with higher academic outcomes (Chan, 
Tsui, Chan & Hong, 2002). 

These taxonomies can be used to form assessment 
protocols to evaluate the quality of the intuitive 
theories. These protocols would indicate the 
extent to which students extend and elaborate the 
teaching information through inference, analysis 
and evaluation, and synthesise intuitive theories 
about it. They can assess the number of ideas that 
comprise the student’s interpretation (the fluency 
of the ITA), the number and types of semantic 
relationships inferred subjectively by the students, 
the hierarchical organisation of the constituent 
concepts, and the inference of ‘big’ ideas.

The protocol I use to assess students’ responses 
is shown in Table 4. It refers to the criteria used 
to evaluate the number and types of inferences 
and syntheses evident in a student’s response. 
The criteria are arranged in order of increasing 
complexity. Measurement of the quality of the 
ITAs provides information about students’ ability 
to create outcomes that is not readily available 
otherwise. 
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Table 4 : Criteria for assessing the complexity of a student’s interpretation

1. Did it link the ideas only in ways that match the teaching?

2. Did it infer spontaneously one additional idea, attribute or link?

3. Did it infer two or more single additional ideas, attributes or links?

4. Did it synthesise several (or all) of the inferred examples or attributes into a pattern?

5. Did it link the inferred pattern with matching patterns in other contexts; far transfer? 

6.  Did it link two or more inferred patterns into trends, infer how one pattern might affect  
other patterns?

7.  Did it identify what several trends share or how they affect each other; generalise the patterns?

8. Did it form a theory that draws together or integrates the abstract systems?
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Table 5: Their application to Gina’s ITA

How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
much acid to squirt out? 

Level 8: this indicates the intuitive theory if the other ideas 
are consistent with it and support it.

You said that too much acid could cause ulcers. Level 1: linked ideas in a way that matched the teaching

If I ate a … need different amounts of hydrochloric acid. Level 4: inferred link between the proteins in foods and 
therefore how much acid they need.

I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow 
my body controls it. 

Level 5: inferred that the release process must be controlled 
like other processes in her body.

Do my eyes … food I will eat?  

Can you tell … chewing the food? 

Do you have detectors in your stomach to tell you?

Level 6: inferred possible trends
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A SYNTHESISED PERSPECTIVE  
ON CREATIVITY
This paper describes the measurement of creativity 
in terms of the Five A’s framework. The five aspects 
of actor, action, artifact, audience, and affordance 
interact dynamically in a synergistic, networked way 
to lead to creative outcomes. We noted earlier five 
main reasons for measuring creativity. For any of 
these purposes, assessing only one of these aspects 
is likely to lead to less effective decision making than 
drawing on multiple aspects. You would expect, 
for example, that assessing the application of a 
sequence of thinking skills would be more indicative 
of overall creative ability than assessing each 
matching individual skill separately. 

This paper suggests that schools and educational 
institutions can develop an explicit protocol that 
collects and synthesises data from as many of 
the sources as possible. The protocol needs to 
recognise that creativity is domain specific and 
culturally specific. It is a multidimensional creativity 
concept; creative achievement draws on a range 
of factors and its measurement needs to be based 
on several sources. Interpretation made of the data 
collected at any time needs to reflect the aspect/s 
of the Five A’s model that were actually measured. 
The measurement of divergent thinking is not a 
measurement of creativity but of one component 
of creative potential. In summary, the measurement 
of creativity needs to talk authentically about 
individuals in their culture, not about specific skills, 
attitudes or emotions. 
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	As you can see, the Australian and international approaches provide an essentially similar perspective on creativity and innovation that is consistent with the definitions. Both see it as the act of generating an outcome that is novel and judged to be functional or useful. The outcome can be a tangible product or a process such as a way of thinking or a set of ideas. If we as educators are to foster creativity, we need to recognise creative outcomes. The act comprises both creative and critical activity; a 
	Both the Australian Curriculum and the OECD approaches imply that the act is not restricted to particular domains such as the creative arts, music, poetry or creative literature. It can be applied to all domains, including mathematics, economics and history. Both approaches see creativity in terms of ways of thinking processes. This thinking transforms a person's knowledge in particular ways. It leads to an outcome that meets the criteria for being creative. 
	The distinction between creative thinking and creative outcomes is important for how we think about creativity in education and how we measure it. It assumes that we can distinguish between the capacity to generate creative outcomes and the actual creation of them. The generative capacity is referred to as ‘creative potential’ and the outcomes as creative products or ‘artifacts’. 
	The distinction assists us to unpack what we mean by creativity in education. Both the definitions and the curricula provide explicit criteria for determining the extent to which an outcome is judged to be creative. Criteria for measuring the capacity of individuals to engage in the creative process can be derived from unpacking this activity. The following section examines the creative process in more depth. 
	WHAT DOES THE CREATIVE PROCESS LOOK LIKE?
	The knowledge trajectory of a creative idea
	Most of us are familiar with examples of creativity in science and technology, for example that James Watt created the steam condenser that improved steam engines or that Marie Curie developed the theory of radioactivity. The historical accounts of how these and many other creators responded to challenges or solved problems show a range of common features in the emergence of a creative outcome. First, their creative outcomes were a response to a challenging issue at the time.
	Second, they defined the issue in terms of a particular problem or specific enquiry or question that guided the investigation.  The skill to explicate or unpack what was often a broad issue into a specific focused enquiry is a key aspect of being creative.  They were also prepared to modify their question or redirect their enquiry as they tested it. Others in their culture at the time would have been aware of the issue but did not respond to it in this way. 
	Third, they built an extensive knowledge about the issue. Many formed an expert understanding of the issue as they researched it. 
	Fourth, they looked at the issue in novel ways.  This often involved linking their interpretation of the problem or issue with other aspects of their knowledge. They thought divergently and inferred possibilities. They scanned what they knew and spontaneously generated new, unique links. This process has been called ‘making fluid analogies’ or ‘far transfer’. The individual applies what they know about an apparently unrelated topic to the issue at hand. Interestingly, they often reported forming a visual im
	Many of the creators described how they became aware of a potential solution. It appeared as an image, or a flash of insight.  There are four aspects of these visualisation experiences that led to creative outcomes: 
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	They appeared suddenly and instantly in a 
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	built up bit by bit. 
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	They were unique and personal to the 
	They were unique and personal to the 
	individual, deriving from the individual’s earlier 
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	They often appeared suddenly at unexpected 
	They often appeared suddenly at unexpected 
	times, when the creator was engaged in 
	activities unrelated to the task and disengaged 
	from thinking consciously about the topic.  
	During these times they have often allowed 
	ideas to ‘run wild’ in their minds.
	 



	Fifth, they mapped their ‘flash of insight’ into an ‘intuitive theory of action’ (or ITA) about a possible solution. Their theory was intuitive because it described what they believed might be possible based on their knowledge of the topic at hand.  It included their speculations or possible options. At the point of its generation the theory hadn’t been tested or evaluated. It was a theory of action because it was in a form that allowed it to be researched or investigated. Some were less able to describe th
	Sixth, they analysed, researched and extensively evaluated their intuitive theories and interpretations.  This allowed them to map their intuitive theory into an objective theory about a phenomenon or a solution to a problem that had empirical validity and support. The creator needed to collect evidence to test the intuitive theory. They did this in a range of ways, including in scientific experiments, by generating a product and trying it out or by collecting the responses of relevant others. A key questio
	During this phase the creator may have modified their initial creation repeatedly to respond to the ongoing outcomes of the experimentation or evaluation. They needed to know how to implement the evaluation. They also needed to share their theory with other members of the community and to respond to and use evaluation and feedback.
	Seventh, the novel objective theory and the outcomes and products that derived from it were communicated more broadly, investigated within the community and are judged in terms of their relevance and effectiveness. The creator needed to know how to engage in this communication and to help others see the relevance and value of their creation. This may have required the ability to persuade others of the need for their creation and of its value.
	These seven steps have scaffolded and underpinned the emergence of creative ideas, and their associated outcomes and products, for the most notable creators. This knowledge trajectory also has implications for how we identify and assess creativity in the classroom. Each phase delivers particular knowledge outcomes, and when educators know to look for these, they are more able to recognise instances of creativity and to respond formatively to them. 
	HOW DO WE GET THESE OUTCOMES?
	This seven-phase trajectory can be aligned with two approaches that describe creativity; the stages models and the separate factors models. Both have relevance for identifying and assessing creativity in education. The trajectory shows the phases of knowledge reported by the creators. It has been described in creativity research by the ‘stages models’ that conceptualise creativity as comprising a number of stages. In 1926, Graham Wallas proposed a four stage model. An individual detects new information (the
	The trajectory also identifies key factors that influence each phase. The second type of model identifies the separate factors implicated in creativity. Rhodes (1961) proposed four factors in his ‘Four P’s framework’:  
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	The creative person: this refers to the capacities 
	The creative person: this refers to the capacities 
	of the creator or actor and includes their creative 
	potential.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	The creative process: this refers to the activity in 
	The creative process: this refers to the activity in 
	which the individual engages to generate the 
	creative outcome and includes their motivation, 
	learning, thinking, and communication skill.  


	 
	 
	 
	■

	The creative press: this is the relationship 
	The creative press: this is the relationship 
	between the creative individual and the 
	environment and cultures in which they interact 
	during the entire creative activity. It includes 
	the extent to which the culture supports 
	the creative activity, scaffolds it and provides 
	feedback. 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	The creative product: this is the outcome of the 
	The creative product: this is the outcome of the 
	creative activity.
	 



	The Four P’s framework has been extended in various ways. For example, Simonton (1990) recommended that it include the ability to convince others of one’s creative work – that is, creative persuasion.  In his Five A’s framework, Glăveanu (2013) describes creativity as an event in which an actor (the creator) interacts in particular ways (that are referenced on thinking creatively) with issues or objects in their culture to generate an outcome (an artifact) that is judged by others (the audience) to be creat
	This way of looking at creativity modifies the Four P’s framework in two main ways. First, it differentiates the creative press into two parts: the audience, who interact with and respond to the creative activity at all phases of the creative trajectory and the focus or ‘object’ of the creative activity, that has particular functions of uses. It extends the Four P’s framework to the Five A’s framework; the five aspects of actors, actions, artifacts, audiences, and affordances.
	Second, it perceives the five aspects interacting during the creative process. This focus on the interaction is important in that it is ‘bi-directional’ or reciprocal. The creative outcome is a consequence of the integrated networked or synergistic activity. 
	Both types of models have relevance for identifying and assessing creativity in the classroom, particularly when they are synthesised. Progress through the various stages requires a range of personal capacities including the ability to think strategically and purposefully, conative influences (personality and motivational aspects) and emotional-affective factors.  
	At each stage in the creative process the creator uses their personal capacities to interact with their environment and culture. The context can either foster and scaffold or restrict the development of creative outcome. The focus on the environmental interactions during the creative activity can assist educators to examine the extent to which their classroom culture and climate, as well as their pedagogy, scaffold and support creative activity.
	This distinction between the audience and the object of the creative activity in the Five A’s framework is important in the classroom. The ways in which students interact with the audience in their environment or culture are different from how they interact with the object or focus of the creative activity. Imagine a Year 4 student thinking creatively about living on the Moon. The information they have about living on the Moon will shape their understanding at any time in different ways from the feedback th
	THE INTUITIVE THEORY OF ACTION
	This paper proposes that an essential aspect in the knowledge change trajectory for creativity involves the development of the intuitive theory of action (ITA).  This is the point at which the individual becomes aware of new possibilities, or possible options for a solution. As noted earlier, it begins with the flash of insight, when the individual links or associates previously separate ideas and sees, in this synthesis, a possible solution. The flash of insight is the point at which a possible solution be
	Prior to this phase, the individual forms an extensive knowledge of the phenomenon or issue. Through reflection, thinking inferentially or divergently, they link this knowledge with other knowledge.  They combine two or more areas of knowledge into a broader understanding of the topic. In an earlier section I called this process ‘fluid analogising’ or ‘making far transfer’. This is a key part of the process – the flash of insight does not occur randomly, but is the result of extensive information gathering 
	We noted earlier how the flash of insight is formed initially as an image or visualisation.  It is then restructured as an intuitive theory of action about the possible solution or outcome. The idea or theory at this point is intuitive because it hasn't yet been tested. It contains both facts and possibilities.  These are synthesised and specify actions the individual can take to test the theory.
	Wallas (Sadler-Smith, 2015) provides a valuable description of this process.  He distinguished between three types of awareness or consciousness during cognitive activity: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Thinking activity of which the individual is not consciously aware; ‘unconscious thinking’ or cognitive incubation (Sio & Ormerod, 2009).

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Thinking that is largely intuitive and in a wholistic imagery form (fringe consciousness).

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Thinking that is conscious and that permits the active manipulation of ideas.


	He proposed that the ITA begins in unconscious thinking, enters awareness in a holistic imagery or intuitive form in ‘fringe conscious thinking’ and is then converted to a testable theory of action through analytic conscious thinking. Wallas quotes one creator describing the transition from unconscious to fringe awareness as: “I often know that the solution is coming, though I don't know what the solution will be” (Sadler-Smith, 2015, p. 97). 
	The flash of insight has been described as the ‘aha’ or ‘eureka’ moment in the creative process.  It does not materialise out of nothing but is the culmination of much intellectual work. As well, it is important to note that although it is possible to support the generation of creative thoughts, it is not possible to guarantee that they will emerge. While knowledge and application of thinking skills are important, creative ideas are also influenced by the individuals involved and the context in which they o
	Research has examined the emergence of the ‘eureka’ moment. During problem solving in the mathematics classroom, for example, it is characterised by both cognitive and emotional features (the dissociation theory of affective/cognitive duality). Stoppel and Czarnocha (2017) question the affective-cognitive balance in the process and in particular the extent to which it is primarily emotional. This is important given the extent to which learning in domains such as mathematics is seen as objective and rational
	The flash of insight has been linked with particular brain patterns. More creative individuals allocate their cognitive attention in diffuse ways and take account of a broader range of environmental stimuli than those individuals who are less creative and who focus their attention on a more narrow range of stimuli (Folley & Park, 2005; Friedman & Förster, 2005; Rowe et al., 2007). Their creative thinking draws more on right hemispheric association areas used in semantic processing (Stringaris et al., 2006).
	Problems such as anagrams can be solved in multiple ways. Two alternative strategies are: (1) the systematic, analytic and sequential analysis of the problem and possible solutions and (2) the sudden insightful awareness of the solution in a more holistic way. Kounios et al. (2008) examined the relationship between the resting-state brain activity of adults and the problem solving strategy they used.  Some researchers believe these resting-state brain patterns are relatively stable over time (for example, D
	These research findings suggest that the development of ITAs require particular types of brain activities. They also assist in unpacking creative potential in terms of brain activity. For creative outcomes, the classroom needs to scaffold and encourage the flash of insight, unconscious thinking, intuitive and holistic thinking, and the linking of emotions with cognition. It needs to provide the opportunity for creative thinkers to explicate, rationalise and evaluate their ITAs.  
	The formation of ITAs in the classroom  
	From a measurement perspective, can we see evidence that students form ITAs about classroom teaching? Consider the following scenario.
	A Year 8 class was learning about how the human body digests food.  The teacher described the journey of a hamburger, through the buccal cavity, the oesophagus, stomach and into the intestine.  The teacher mentioned that the gastric juices in stomach, including hydrochloric acid, break down protein foods such as meat, eggs and milk. 
	The teacher asked: “Did anyone think of questions about this that I haven’t mentioned?” One student, Gina, asked: “How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how much acid to squirt out?” The teacher asked: “Why do you ask this question?” 
	Gina explained: “You said that too much acid could cause ulcers. Not enough wouldn’t break down all the food. If I ate a hamburger today and a salad yesterday, my stomach would need different amounts of hydrochloric acid. I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow my body controls it. Do my eyes somehow work out how much acid I would need for food I will eat? Can you tell somehow by chewing the food? Do you have detectors in your stomach to tell you?” This was Gina’s ITA about the teaching.
	Gina interpreted the teaching information differently from her peers.  They generally converted the teaching information to an essentially literal understanding. Gina went much further. She identified a problem or an issue and defined the issue in terms of a specific enquiry or question. She looked at the issue in a way that was not typical for her cohort. Her interpretation showed evidence of inferences and possibilities that none of her class peers, exposed to the same teaching, formed spontaneously. She 
	Interestingly, both Gina and two peers independently researched her ITA on the internet after the class and reported their interpretations in the next science lesson. Although her peers did not spontaneously form her ITA during the first lesson, they were sufficiently interested in and motivated by her possibilities to pursue them. 
	Forming the ITA requires multiple ways of thinking
	Gina’s unique interpretation of the teaching suggested the spontaneous use of a range of thinking strategies. She formed inferences and synthesised them to form the possibility that the uncontrolled release of digestive juices could damage an individual’s stomach. This typified divergent thinking. As well, she analysed and evaluated her inferences and the links between them. This allowed her to check that her emerging interpretation was comprehensible. This is typical of convergent thinking. 
	The creative process involves both the generation of novel ideas and interpretations and also their analysis and evaluation, in response to a particular problem, issue or challenge. Framing the problem or issue, comprehending the relevant information, forming the ITA, its analysis, modification and communication can all include the generation of new ideas.  Each is analysed and evaluated in terms of the convergent outcome.
	The two processes operate in each stage of the creativity trajectory in a balanced way. The analysis and evaluation component is influenced both by the creator and through the interactions they have with their environment. The generation and analysis-evaluation processes have been described as the divergent-exploratory and convergent-integrated modes respectively in the creative process (Barbot, Besançon, & I Lubart, 2011). The measurement of creativity needs to take account of both.
	TYPES OF CREATIVITY?
	The characteristics of each individual ITA, and therefore the quality and impact of their creative outcomes, differ. The creation of a Guernica or a Theory of Relativity requires knowledge, thinking, emotional and a range of other personal characteristics, as well as social and cultural support, usually not available to children. This has led some researchers to propose that children and adolescents are unlikely to be creative. 
	I have already indicated my belief that children and adolescents can be creative. This is evidenced by child prodigies in domains such as literature (Minou Drouet), art (Pablo Picasso), mathematics (Carl Gauss), chess (Judit Polgar) and astronomy (Tanishq Abraham). These are usually children aged younger than 10 years who have achieved an eminent level of proficiency in a domain (Feldman & Morelock, 2011).  
	It is also evidenced in the activity of children in the course of everyday living and in how they interact with information in the classroom. Gina’s activity, I believe, is an instance of this. Another example is a 4 year old, in their play with toys, who develops a novel way of overcoming an obstacle that their peers could also use to confront the obstacle without receiving prior teaching or help from others. Their outcomes met the criteria of novelty or originality and functionality or use mentioned in th
	What I am proposing here is the possibility of multiple levels of sophistication in creativity. This is consistent with the identification initially of two types or levels of creativity, ‘Big-c’ and ‘Little-c’ that were further differentiated into the Four C Model of Creativity (Kaufman & Beghetto 2009):   
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Big-c: these outcomes change in substantial ways how a culture knows, thinks, feels and lives. They lead to paradigm changes in a domain such as science, music, art or literature. They allow a culture to progress. They require high levels of expertise, high creative thinking, particular personality and emotional dispositions and institutional and cultural opportunities. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Little-c: these outcomes lead to smaller, novel changes in everyday contexts. It requires domain knowledge and skills, the ability to use creative processes and thinking skills, task motivation and environmental opportunities, creative attitudes and dispositions such as unconventionality, inquisitiveness and imagination, and the ability to display or share the creative outcomes.      

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Mini-c: these are outcomes that lead to creative changes in how an individual acts or what the individual knows; they don’t necessarily lead to changes in how others operate. It can draw on a more restricted domain knowledge and skills. Mini-c outcomes may not be obvious in the classroom unless teachers know what mini-c creativity looks like and provide opportunities for it to emerge. 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	Pro-c: this refers to creative outcomes that lie between Little-c and Big-c in their impact or influence on a domain, institution or culture.  These outcomes change practices and thinking in a field in various ways. They include outcomes that extend and transform current practices to create new products, knowledge or practices within an existing domain. Pro-c requires an expert understanding of the field or domain and the ability to reflect on it and to evaluate, analyse and weigh up the ideas. 


	The Four C Model offers a framework for conceptualising and classifying the levels of creative expression and provides a potential path or trajectory of creative maturation. A young creator might show Mini-c in their play, or even Little-c if given appropriate environmental scaffolding and encouragement. By developing extensive expertise and focusing on field-wide issues and ideas, they may move onto the stage of Pro-c in specific domains. They may ultimately achieve a Big-c contribution to the field.  Howe
	The four types involve the creators forming ITAs that are based on understanding the context and involve possibilities and options that question and extend individuals’ current knowledge.  The ITAs differ in the breadth of knowledge to which they apply and complexity of thinking on which they draw.  Mini-c creativity usually involves creative thinking about a personal issue in one’s immediate context. It has a limited impact and can deliver an outcome in a comparatively short time. Big-c creativity involves
	CREATIVE POTENTIAL
	The synthesis of the capacities an individual needs to generate a creative outcome is referred to as their ‘creative potential’.  This includes cognitive factors such as the ability to think strategically and purposefully, various non-cognitive conative influences (personality and motivational aspects) and emotional-affective factors. In this paper creative potential comprises the capacities discussed below. It is supported by the componential models of creativity (Amibile, 1996; Urban, 2002).  
	The capacity to generate creative outcomes requires, firstly, knowledge and skills in the specific focus of the creativity. The individual needs a good understanding of the topic, relative to their level, and the ability to think about it automatically. ‘Relative to their level’ is key. Gina, for example, had a good understanding of digestion for a Year 8 student. 
	The individual also needs to believe that their knowledge can be enhanced. They can use this knowledge to analyse, evaluate, and elaborate information. Gina believed that there was more to know about how the stomach breaks down food.
	Whether creativity is restricted to particular domains or is a more broadly based phenomenon continues to be debated (Kaufman & Baer, 2004). Some aspects of one’s creative potential may be domain specific while others can be applied across domains (Urban, 2002).  
	Secondly, would-be creators need the ability to think creatively about the ideas. This includes the ability to think divergently, and to analyse and evaluate. They need to frame up specific problems or challenges in a situation, to infer from the content and to link to other areas of knowledge. They generate novel ideas from a range of categories and synthesise them into an ITA. As well they need to manage, direct, monitor and regulate their creative activity. Together these comprise an individual's capacit
	Over the past seven decades over 250 tasks and tests have been developed to assess aspects of individuals’ creative potential. These include the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) (Torrance, 1999) and the Evaluation of Potential Creativity (EPoC) (2009), both of whicht assess a range of creative thinking skills in the verbal and figural domains. The Test of Creative Thinking (TCT-DP) (Urban & Jellen, 1996) assesses creativity through drawing. Table 2 shows the attributes usually assessed, the types 
	Creative potential also requires the ability to direct and manage one’s general thinking for creativity, to retain relevant knowledge in memory, plan the thinking pathway, use the most appropriate thinking at any time, monitor progress, and modify one's thinking as the activity proceeds, and show autonomy in one's thinking. This is not usually assessed in isolated, separate tasks, but should be examined in the measurement of the creative process (outlined on the following page). 
	It also requires the ability to understand the nature of creativity and being creative. Creators should be open to new ideas, be willing to take risks and understand that creative ideas have their own trajectories. They also need to be committed, focused and intrinsically motivated to bring the idea to fruition.
	The conative aspects of creativity are usually measured using rating scales and inventories. Respondents comment either on aspects of their lives that indicate creativity and how frequently they engage in creative activities (biographical inventories) on how they believe they operate in problem solving contexts (creative thinking self-beliefs) or on the extent to which adjectives associated with creativity describe them. Some scales ask respondents to judge how well they display the personality traits linke
	These tools have some key limitations. First, self-reports are subjective, with possible bias and social desirability influences. Second, each tool only measures partial or isolated aspects of creativity. These limitations should be taken into account when deciding how best to measure creative potential.
	MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
	We noted earlier that the creative process proceeds through a number of phases of knowledge change described by the stages models. The model used here is a modification of Cropley and Cropley’s (2012) stages model shown in Table 3. It uses their names for each stage with Sadler-Smith’s recommended modification to Wallas’ model shown in brackets. Intimation is located between Incubation and Illumination because individuals need to think divergently about the ideas before they can form possibilities. These th
	Measurement of the creative process focuses on what the individual knows and does about implementing the creative process. It involves collecting data about the outcome of each stage. Activity here comes from the individual’s creative potential (their ways of thinking, motivational style and personality features) interacting with the audience and the affordance. The synthesis of these delivers the outcome for the stage (Cropley & Urban, 2000). If an outcome is not available, the creative process will either
	Outcomes at the intimation and illumination stages provide evidence of the flash of insight, the student’s ability to reflect and the fluid analogy links they make. Measurement at the incubation stage shows evidence of divergent thinking and openness to developing the novel interpretation. Measurement of metacognitive processes used manage and steer the creative activity can be included.
	This paper proposes that this sequence of knowledge change underpins the four types of creativity noted earlier. We are familiar with it for Big-c creativity. Young children engaging in Mini-c or Little-c creativity move through the same sequence more rapidly for a much narrower domain of knowledge. Extended open-ended investigative projects and complex problem solving tasks that require students to generate creative, innovative or unusual solutions or outcomes can be used to assess the creativity process. 
	Examples include the DISCOVER tasks (Maker, 2006) and Sternberg’s (2006, 2009) diffuse social problem solving tasks. Students are provided with open-ended or ill-structured problems and require the ability and willingness to frame up, or problem-find, and plan a solution. My recommendations for constructing and implementing the problems and for scoring the solving activity in terms of its creativity are described elsewhere (Munro, 2015).
	Each student’s activity can be assessed in terms of a number of problem solving skills used in an integrated way. These provide a set of criteria you can use to evaluate a student’s solution attempts. These examine the student’s ability to:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Define the problem or issue

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Identify possible solutions

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Develop a possible solution pathway

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	Decide what they might need to know and do to solve the problem, with whom  they might need to collaborate  

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	Decide barriers that could restrict their solution activity and how they could overcome these obstacles

	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	Decide how their problem solving activity could affect others and influence the community in which it was done and how they might ‘bring the community’ with them

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	Decide how they could monitor the effectiveness of their problem solving activity.


	Each criterion is assessed in terms of the number of separate ideas mentioned (the fluency) and the extent of divergent thinking displayed.  This scoring also provides an indication of a student’s creative engagement, their creative self-efficacy, their metacognition as a creator, their intrinsic motivation and their ability to communicate their solution.  The seven criteria can be applied more generally to instances of Mini-c or Little-c creativity in the classroom. Educators look for instances and if poss
	MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE CULTURE
	This is the context or environment in which the creative activity occurs.  The interaction between creative individuals and their cultures is critical for all aspects of the creative process. It influences, for example, a person's motivation to engage in the activity, which, in turn, affects creativity (Said-Metwali et al., 2017). The nature of this interaction changes as the creative process progresses. It includes access to phenomena in one’s culture that stimulate and scaffold the curiosity or interest o
	There also needs to be cultural support to pursue the creative activity. This includes the environment valuing new ideas and providing the opportunity for the creator to display high intrinsic motivation and drive to pursue novel ideas. The culture should also provide both the opportunity for the creator to communicate their creative work and feedback about it.
	The classroom is an important culture for the student creator. An issue for measurement here is the extent to which the classroom permits creative activity. ITAs are necessary for the generation of creative outcomes. In the creative knowledge trajectory, they mediate between an individual’s creative potential and whether they actually generate creative outcomes. Students can have the potential but not realise it in outcomes. Classroom cultural support for creativity will be indicated in teachers’ responses 
	The features of ITAs often disconcert teachers. Their intuitive nature means they may contain inaccuracies or errors. The ITAs include possibilities that the student has not yet tested. When given the opportunity to reflect on or field-test them, they operate as creators and either validate, modify or reject them.  Teachers may want to correct inaccuracies, rather than allow their students to investigate the ITAs. 
	Furthermore, ITAs are personal and subjective; they are not formed only from the teaching and contain extra ideas. Teachers may see them lacking objectivity. There may have an element of uncertainty about them and may require students to entertain unanswered questions or ambiguities.  
	Teachers can identify examples of creative thinking when they know what these look like and when they provide the opportunity for the ITAs to be shared. The classroom culture can either foster or restrict their emergence.  
	One issue for the measurement of creativity is the extent to which the classroom provides explicit opportunities for the ITAs to emerge. Educators and schools can develop indicators of a classroom climate that is likely to support the development of ITAs and evaluate the extent to which teaching typically supports them. They can examine, for example, the extent to which the classroom culture affords students the opportunity to: 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	■

	‘Incubate’ and ‘illuminate’ ideas and to use 
	‘Incubate’ and ‘illuminate’ ideas and to use 
	the three types of thinking noted by Wallis. To 
	what extent does a classroom foster the ‘flash 
	of insight’? Does it provide time for personal 
	reflection or time to play with ideas? 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Express the emotions associated with creative 
	Express the emotions associated with creative 
	activity, to be curious, think intuitively and to 
	imagine.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Form and show their ITAs and provide time for 
	Form and show their ITAs and provide time for 
	this.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Reflect on how their ITAs can solve social problems 
	Reflect on how their ITAs can solve social problems 
	(Sternberg, 2009). Students are guided to ‘read’ 
	their cultures and link their ITAs with them. 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Link their understanding with what others know 
	Link their understanding with what others know 
	and value and how to communicate their novel 
	ideas and ‘bring along the audience’, that is, 
	‘creative persuasion’.



	Systematic reviews of the characteristics of classroom cultures that foster creative learning is provided by Davies, Jindal-Snape, Collier, Digby, Hay & Howe (2013) and de Souza (2000). They note the importance of classroom cultures that, firstly, provide the opportunity for students to play with ideas in self-directed ways, have choice in what and how they learn, to learn collaboratively and outside of the school. Secondly, that focus on students’ strengths and interests, accept multiple interpretations of
	Classroom cultures that inhibit creativity provide limited opportunities for students to engage with content in a personal way. Matching findings have been reported for the work environment. Hunter, Beddel and Mumford (2007), in a meta-analysis, noted that creativity correlated with challenge, intellectual stimulation, and positive social interactions.
	The extent to which classroom cultures foster creative learning has been measured through student and teacher perceptions of classroom practice and through observations of it. For example, the Classroom Activities Questionnaire (CAQ) (Cicchelli, 1989) identifies aspects of classroom practice that facilitate creative thinking skills. These include encouraging students to build on strong content knowledge through discussion and adding their own ideas, valuing thinking skills and deep learning, and fostering a
	MEASUREMENT OF THE AFFORDANCES
	As well as interacting with people in their environments, creators also interact with significant objects in their environment. These objects are a focus of their activity throughout the creativity process. They shape how a person thinks about them and how they interact with them. An object does this through how it is and what it offers – its affordances. 
	For example, a person sees a cup and identifies it as a means for drinking liquids. They have learnt this from their culture. They may not see it as a means of transferring heat, as a candle holder, as a location for a herb garden, as a goal for ping pong basketball or as a bird feeder. The affordances that you see an object offering determine how you relate to it. The Five A’s framework (Glăveanu, 2013) proposes affordances as one of the factors in the creativity process.
	Different people can interpret the same set of affordances differently, based on what they know and how they think and act. Creators respond to the affordances of a real-world item in innovative ways. They may discover new affordances and even create some. In other words, an object can be used in a range of ways, from conventional to highly innovative. 
	Tasks that assess the thinking linked with understanding affordances are the Multiple Uses and Alternative Uses tasks. Future tasks could monitor changes in how an individual relates with an object as they progress along the creative trajectory and the range of ways in which they interact with it.
	This paper assumes that an analysis of the creative process is incomplete without the interaction between the actor and the affordances. This impacts on the creative process and the emerging outcome.
	MEASUREMENT OF THE CREATIVE PRODUCTS
	Measurement of the creative qualities of products has been recommended as a data source (Amable 1982; Kaufmann and Baer, 2012) because they come closest to ‘real world’ creative production.  The product can be examined from two perspectives: the final outcome and the gradually emerging outcome. The main focus on measurement here is on the final outcome, although the criteria used for the assessment often involve making inferences about the creator’s thinking and conative attributes as they developed it. 
	The Consensual Assessment Technique
	The Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) involves the measurement of outcomes. Individuals produce creative outcomes in domains, such as art, music, science, maths or literature. The tasks are open ended to allow more originality and flexibility in outcomes and to dependence on domain specific skills.
	These are rated by experts in the domain who share a set of subjective standards for creativity in that domain and can recognise and judge creativity in it (Baer, Kaufmann and Gentile, 2004). Judges can, potentially, assess a product from both subjective and objective perspectives.
	The outcome can be a tangible product or object, a process such as a way of thinking or a set of ideas such as a theory. They can be compared on various criteria, for example, their extent of originality, unexpectedness or novelty; or their usefulness, practicality, value, functionality, appropriateness, effectiveness or relevance for its purpose. Depending on the domain, additional criteria might include: 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	■

	Elegance: how polished, finished, aesthetic they 
	Elegance: how polished, finished, aesthetic they 
	are. 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Integration: how well each operates as an 
	Integration: how well each operates as an 
	integrated ‘whole’.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Germinality: how well each opens new 
	Germinality: how well each opens new 
	perspectives or options for further creativity.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Emotionality: how well each stimulates positive 
	Emotionality: how well each stimulates positive 
	emotions such as surprise or other relevant 
	feelings, the ‘wow’ factor. 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Elaboration: the extent to which each has 
	Elaboration: the extent to which each has 
	elaborated or reformulated what was known or 
	done previously.



	The CAT has been used in schools to judge products 
	The CAT has been used in schools to judge products 
	in content areas such as art, literatures, science and 

	technology (Cropley, 2000) and used by teachers to 
	technology (Cropley, 2000) and used by teachers to 
	evaluate their students’ products score. For example, 
	writing samples from eighth graders that included 
	poems, fiction and personal narratives were rated 
	for creativity by a panel of experts (Baer, Kaufmann 
	& Gentile, 2004). High inter-rater reliability between 
	the judges supports the use of CAT in school 
	contexts. 

	Creative outcomes in the classroom 
	Outcomes in various classroom domains can be assessed in terms of their creative qualities (Kaufman & Baer, 2006). Students can show creativity in a range of contexts. These include: 
	 

	Creative storytelling ability
	Students generate and write creative poetry or stories in various contexts, for example, given a title, part of a story or more pictures. With many young children, the creativity is shown in play scenarios that include story telling. Their outcomes can be assessed in terms of:
	 
	 
	 
	 
	■

	Novelty or originality:
	Novelty or originality:
	 the extent to which 
	the story developed is unusual and atypical of 
	children of that age.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Complexity:
	Complexity:
	 the extent to which the plot and 
	form of the story shows sophistication and 
	complexity in its organisation of ideas that is 
	atypical of children of that age.


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Emotionality: 
	Emotionality: 
	the extent to which the story 
	communicates emotion and takes account of 
	and engages its audience. 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	Task appropriateness:
	Task appropriateness:
	 how well the stories 
	meet the specified criteria.



	  Creative artwork
	Sternberg and Grigorenko, (2007) used the creative collage task. Children were given a set of plastic stickers and selected a topic from the list: Silliness, Happiness, My Home, or My Dream.  They made a creative collage to match their topic, using the stickers. The outcomes were rated on abstractness, symmetry, originality, novel use of materials, likeability, craft and expressiveness, task appropriateness, and complexity.                                                                                     
	   Creative problem solving in STEM
	Open-ended ‘big’ problems can be formed from topics taught and students are encouraged to generate creative solutions. The topic of photosynthesis is frequently taught in the middle years. Photosynthesis is the process by which plants, in their leaves, convert carbon dioxide to oxygen.  Students can investigate the challenge: How might the rate of photosynthesis be increased? They can speculate about the influence of variables such as the shape or size of the leaves, the temperature of the leaves, the type 
	  Creative thinking in reading
	Grigorenko, Jarvin, Tan and Sternberg (2008) used reading comprehension to identify creative thinking. Students from grades 7–12 read fiction and non-fiction that differed in difficulty. Each had accompanying analytic (or traditional) comprehension tasks that assessed readers’ ability to recall information or to analyse the content of the reading passage and creative tasks that assessed five levels of proficiency: 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	■

	To elaborate or slightly modify the ideas in the 
	To elaborate or slightly modify the ideas in the 
	text


	 
	 
	 
	■

	To change in novel ways the ideas in the text, 
	To change in novel ways the ideas in the text, 
	including its theme or context


	 
	 
	 
	■

	To respond in creative ways to changes in the 
	To respond in creative ways to changes in the 
	text 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	To provide additional creative information for a 
	To provide additional creative information for a 
	text, for example, suggest a creative beginning 
	or extension to a text 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	To create novel variations to a text, for example, 
	To create novel variations to a text, for example, 
	protagonists or narrative lines
	 



	The creative items discriminated better for higher achievers while the traditional items discriminated between average learners.
	 Creativity in productions and performances 
	Outcomes on applied curriculum topics, open-ended performances, productions and practical achievements in domains both in and outside of school can be assessed for evidence of creativity.  Domains include music, dance, art, sports, technology or engineering. 
	The outcomes can show evidence of creative thinking and learning in practical domains and personality and conative characteristics such as intrinsic motivation, drive, commitment and perseverance. Rubrics can be used to evaluate them.  These examine evidence of the student’s:
	 
	 
	 
	 
	■

	understanding of the domain, the breadth and 
	understanding of the domain, the breadth and 
	depth of knowledge underpinning the outcome


	 
	 
	 
	■

	ability to think divergently and creatively, see 
	ability to think divergently and creatively, see 
	implications and possibilities, analyse and 
	evaluate, compare, apply and synthesise 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	ability to monitor and self-regulate their 
	ability to monitor and self-regulate their 
	progress to the outcomes, how they planned 
	and implement their activity, how they 
	monitored, reviewed and modified their on-
	going activity 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	skills in pursuing, selecting, organising and 
	skills in pursuing, selecting, organising and 
	using the relevant information, how they dealt 
	with challenges that arose


	 
	 
	 
	■

	intrinsic academic motivation, task 
	intrinsic academic motivation, task 
	commitment and focus


	 
	 
	 
	■

	ability to engage collaboratively when necessary
	ability to engage collaboratively when necessary


	 
	 
	 
	■

	attitudes and social skills, for example, attitudes 
	attitudes and social skills, for example, attitudes 
	toward cultural diversity, scientific attitudes, and 
	interviewing individuals and groups



	Portfolio assessment   
	Teachers and students can collect samples of students’ outcomes over a relatively longer duration and assess them in terms of their creative quality.  The portfolio may contain outcomes such as written and spoken information (essays, computer programs) art and sculpture pieces, constructions and other products, experiment journals, and videotaped recordings of outcomes in the visual and performing arts, dance, drama/theatre, technology, science and maths areas.  Rubrics can be designed to provide a set of c
	Students can also be encouraged to retain multiple drafts or progressive versions of the development of the product to illustrate their thought processes, their self-assessment of their trajectory and the developing sophistication of the product. Modern technology allows them to record the emerging product. Again, scoring rubrics can be used to provide evidence of the emerging outcome.
	How to describe the quality of a student’s ITA?
	The student’s ITA is the earliest form of the outcome. Its possibilities and options provide its creative features. The quality of an ITA is indicated by its semantic complexity. The Structure of the Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO) Taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) and the Dynamic Skill Theory (Fischer, 2008) provide taxonomies for assessing this. Each evaluates a student’s understanding following exposure to teaching in terms of the complexity of the ideas taught. Higher levels of complexity are associated
	These taxonomies can be used to form assessment protocols to evaluate the quality of the intuitive theories. These protocols would indicate the extent to which students extend and elaborate the teaching information through inference, analysis and evaluation, and synthesise intuitive theories about it. They can assess the number of ideas that comprise the student’s interpretation (the fluency of the ITA), the number and types of semantic relationships inferred subjectively by the students, the hierarchical o
	The protocol I use to assess students’ responses is shown in Table 4. It refers to the criteria used to evaluate the number and types of inferences and syntheses evident in a student’s response. The criteria are arranged in order of increasing complexity. Measurement of the quality of the ITAs provides information about students’ ability to create outcomes that is not readily available otherwise. 
	A SYNTHESISED PERSPECTIVE ON CREATIVITY
	 

	This paper describes the measurement of creativity in terms of the Five A’s framework. The five aspects of actor, action, artifact, audience, and affordance interact dynamically in a synergistic, networked way to lead to creative outcomes. We noted earlier five main reasons for measuring creativity. For any of these purposes, assessing only one of these aspects is likely to lead to less effective decision making than drawing on multiple aspects. You would expect, for example, that assessing the application 
	This paper suggests that schools and educational institutions can develop an explicit protocol that collects and synthesises data from as many of the sources as possible. The protocol needs to recognise that creativity is domain specific and culturally specific. It is a multidimensional creativity concept; creative achievement draws on a range of factors and its measurement needs to be based on several sources. Interpretation made of the data collected at any time needs to reflect the aspect/s of the Five A
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	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	 
	Generating novel ideas and solutions


	Critical thinking
	Critical thinking
	Critical thinking
	 
	Questioning and evaluating ideas and solutions



	Enquire
	Enquire
	Enquire
	Enquire


	Feel, empathise, observe, describe relevant 
	Feel, empathise, observe, describe relevant 
	Feel, empathise, observe, describe relevant 
	experience and information
	 
	Explore, seek and generate ideas


	Understand the context/frame and boundaries of the 
	Understand the context/frame and boundaries of the 
	Understand the context/frame and boundaries of the 
	problem 
	 
	Challenge assumptions, check accuracy, analyse gaps in 
	knowledge



	Imagine
	Imagine
	Imagine
	Imagine


	Make connections, integrate other disciplinary 
	Make connections, integrate other disciplinary 
	Make connections, integrate other disciplinary 
	perspectives stretch and play with unusual/risky/
	radical ideas


	Identify strengths and weaknesses of evidence, 
	Identify strengths and weaknesses of evidence, 
	Identify strengths and weaknesses of evidence, 
	arguments and claims 



	Do/share
	Do/share
	Do/share
	Do/share


	Produce, perform or envision something that is 
	Produce, perform or envision something that is 
	Produce, perform or envision something that is 
	personally novel


	Appraise/base/justify opinion/products on logical, ethical 
	Appraise/base/justify opinion/products on logical, ethical 
	Appraise/base/justify opinion/products on logical, ethical 
	or aesthetic criteria/reasoning



	Reflect
	Reflect
	Reflect
	Reflect


	Assess the novelty of solutions and possible 
	Assess the novelty of solutions and possible 
	Assess the novelty of solutions and possible 
	consequences


	Acknowledge uncertainty/limits of chosen solution/
	Acknowledge uncertainty/limits of chosen solution/
	Acknowledge uncertainty/limits of chosen solution/
	position



	TR
	TD
	Taken from Vincent-Lancrin (2017).
	Taken from Vincent-Lancrin (2017).







	Figure
	DIAGRAM: THE KNOWLEDGE TRAJECTORY OF A CREATIVE IDEA
	DIAGRAM: THE KNOWLEDGE TRAJECTORY OF A CREATIVE IDEA

	Identify a challenging issue that needs a response
	Identify a challenging issue that needs a response

	Define the issue as a problem or question to be investigated
	Define the issue as a problem or question to be investigated

	?
	?
	?


	Build extensive knowledge about the issue
	Build extensive knowledge about the issue

	Look at the issue from multiple perspectives by combining multiple parts of your knowledge in novel ways, until a possible solution appears as a flash of insight
	Look at the issue from multiple perspectives by combining multiple parts of your knowledge in novel ways, until a possible solution appears as a flash of insight

	Figure
	Map the flash of insight into an intuitive theory of action
	Map the flash of insight into an intuitive theory of action

	Analyse, evaluate and research the intuitive theory and modify it as you get feedback. Allow the creative outcome to emerge
	Analyse, evaluate and research the intuitive theory and modify it as you get feedback. Allow the creative outcome to emerge

	Share the creative outcome with others including with individuals and groups who are recognised experts in the domain
	Share the creative outcome with others including with individuals and groups who are recognised experts in the domain

	6
	6
	6


	education.nsw.gov.au
	education.nsw.gov.au
	education.nsw.gov.au


	The four P’s of creativity
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	The five A’s of creativity
	The five A’s of creativity

	FOCUS ON
	FOCUS ON

	FOCUS ON
	FOCUS ON

	Personal attributes in relation to 
	Personal attributes in relation to 
	Personal attributes in relation to 
	a societal context


	Internal attributes 
	Internal attributes 
	Internal attributes 
	 
	of the person


	PERSON
	PERSON
	PERSON


	ACTOR
	ACTOR
	ACTOR


	Coordinated psychological and 
	Coordinated psychological and 
	Coordinated psychological and 
	behavioural manifestation


	Primary cognitive 
	Primary cognitive 
	Primary cognitive 
	mechanisms 


	PROCESS
	PROCESS
	PROCESS


	ACTION
	ACTION
	ACTION


	Feature of products 
	Feature of products 
	Feature of products 
	or consensus around 
	them


	Cultural context of artifact 
	Cultural context of artifact 
	Cultural context of artifact 
	production and evaluation


	PRODUCT
	PRODUCT
	PRODUCT


	ARTIFACT
	ARTIFACT
	ARTIFACT


	The social as 
	The social as 
	The social as 
	an external set 
	of variables 
	conditioning 
	creativity


	AUDIENCE
	AUDIENCE
	AUDIENCE


	The interdedependence 
	The interdedependence 
	The interdedependence 
	between creators and a social 
	and material world


	PRESS
	PRESS
	PRESS


	AFFORDANCE
	AFFORDANCE
	AFFORDANCE


	Figure 1. Comparing the four P’s and the five A’s as frameworks. From Glăveanu (2013), 71.
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	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	Creativity 
	criterion


	The task used to assess it
	The task used to assess it
	The task used to assess it


	How it is scored
	How it is scored
	How it is scored



	Fluency
	Fluency
	Fluency
	Fluency


	Produce a large number of ideas in words, 
	Produce a large number of ideas in words, 
	Produce a large number of ideas in words, 
	figural images or actions


	Critical thinking, questioning and evaluating ideas and 
	Critical thinking, questioning and evaluating ideas and 
	Critical thinking, questioning and evaluating ideas and 
	solutions



	Flexibility
	Flexibility
	Flexibility
	Flexibility


	Think creatively and divergently, generate 
	Think creatively and divergently, generate 
	Think creatively and divergently, generate 
	a range of ideas by making novel links, shift 
	between domains, analyse, evaluate and 
	synthesise


	Number of categories of relevant responses
	Number of categories of relevant responses
	Number of categories of relevant responses



	Originality
	Originality
	Originality
	Originality


	Generate uncommon or unique ideas that are 
	Generate uncommon or unique ideas that are 
	Generate uncommon or unique ideas that are 
	less obvious or expected


	The originality/novelty of the responses
	The originality/novelty of the responses
	The originality/novelty of the responses



	Elaboration
	Elaboration
	Elaboration
	Elaboration


	Develop, embellish  or elaborate ideas
	Develop, embellish  or elaborate ideas
	Develop, embellish  or elaborate ideas


	Amount of detail in the responses
	Amount of detail in the responses
	Amount of detail in the responses



	Usefulness
	Usefulness
	Usefulness
	Usefulness


	Generate ideas that are practical and relevant
	Generate ideas that are practical and relevant
	Generate ideas that are practical and relevant


	The relevance of the responses
	The relevance of the responses
	The relevance of the responses



	Abstractness
	Abstractness
	Abstractness
	Abstractness


	Sense the essence of a problem or an issue, its 
	Sense the essence of a problem or an issue, its 
	Sense the essence of a problem or an issue, its 
	level of abstraction


	Level of abstraction
	Level of abstraction
	Level of abstraction



	Resistance to 
	Resistance to 
	Resistance to 
	Resistance to 
	premature 
	closure


	Keep an open mind,  work with unanswered 
	Keep an open mind,  work with unanswered 
	Keep an open mind,  work with unanswered 
	questions from multiple perspectives


	Level of engagement with unanswered questions, 
	Level of engagement with unanswered questions, 
	Level of engagement with unanswered questions, 
	unresolved issues







	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model
	Cropley and Cropley's stages model




	Stage
	Stage
	Stage
	Stage
	Stage


	Measures the extent to which individuals:
	Measures the extent to which individuals:
	Measures the extent to which individuals:



	Preparation
	Preparation
	Preparation
	Preparation


	Identify a problem or challenge (problem finding), clarify and define it
	Identify a problem or challenge (problem finding), clarify and define it
	Identify a problem or challenge (problem finding), clarify and define it



	Activation (information)
	Activation (information)
	Activation (information)
	Activation (information)


	Learn, collate and organise the relevant domain knowledge
	Learn, collate and organise the relevant domain knowledge
	Learn, collate and organise the relevant domain knowledge



	Generation (incubation)
	Generation (incubation)
	Generation (incubation)
	Generation (incubation)


	Generate divergent and novel, intuitive interpretations of the problem; they infer, analyse and 
	Generate divergent and novel, intuitive interpretations of the problem; they infer, analyse and 
	Generate divergent and novel, intuitive interpretations of the problem; they infer, analyse and 
	make new links



	Generation (intimation)
	Generation (intimation)
	Generation (intimation)
	Generation (intimation)


	Show evidence of active ‘wondering’ and searching for possibilities through self reflection
	Show evidence of active ‘wondering’ and searching for possibilities through self reflection
	Show evidence of active ‘wondering’ and searching for possibilities through self reflection



	Illumination
	Illumination
	Illumination
	Illumination


	Are aware of a novel possibility or a solution from which they form an ITA
	Are aware of a novel possibility or a solution from which they form an ITA
	Are aware of a novel possibility or a solution from which they form an ITA



	Verification
	Verification
	Verification
	Verification


	Analyse, evaluate and refine/modify the ITA and convert it to an initial outcome
	Analyse, evaluate and refine/modify the ITA and convert it to an initial outcome
	Analyse, evaluate and refine/modify the ITA and convert it to an initial outcome



	Communication
	Communication
	Communication
	Communication


	Share the outcome with others and use feedback to evaluate and modify it
	Share the outcome with others and use feedback to evaluate and modify it
	Share the outcome with others and use feedback to evaluate and modify it



	Validation
	Validation
	Validation
	Validation


	Respond to judgments of the relevance and effectiveness of the creative outcome
	Respond to judgments of the relevance and effectiveness of the creative outcome
	Respond to judgments of the relevance and effectiveness of the creative outcome
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	1. Did it link the ideas only in ways that match the teaching?
	1. Did it link the ideas only in ways that match the teaching?
	1. Did it link the ideas only in ways that match the teaching?



	2. Did it infer spontaneously one additional idea, attribute or link?
	2. Did it infer spontaneously one additional idea, attribute or link?
	2. Did it infer spontaneously one additional idea, attribute or link?
	2. Did it infer spontaneously one additional idea, attribute or link?



	3. Did it infer two or more single additional ideas, attributes or links?
	3. Did it infer two or more single additional ideas, attributes or links?
	3. Did it infer two or more single additional ideas, attributes or links?
	3. Did it infer two or more single additional ideas, attributes or links?



	4. Did it synthesise several (or all) of the inferred examples or attributes into a pattern?
	4. Did it synthesise several (or all) of the inferred examples or attributes into a pattern?
	4. Did it synthesise several (or all) of the inferred examples or attributes into a pattern?
	4. Did it synthesise several (or all) of the inferred examples or attributes into a pattern?



	5. Did it link the inferred pattern with matching patterns in other contexts; far transfer? 
	5. Did it link the inferred pattern with matching patterns in other contexts; far transfer? 
	5. Did it link the inferred pattern with matching patterns in other contexts; far transfer? 
	5. Did it link the inferred pattern with matching patterns in other contexts; far transfer? 



	6.  Did it link two or more inferred patterns into trends, infer how one pattern might affect 
	6.  Did it link two or more inferred patterns into trends, infer how one pattern might affect 
	6.  Did it link two or more inferred patterns into trends, infer how one pattern might affect 
	6.  Did it link two or more inferred patterns into trends, infer how one pattern might affect 
	 
	other patterns?



	7.  Did it identify what several trends share or how they affect each other; generalise the patterns?
	7.  Did it identify what several trends share or how they affect each other; generalise the patterns?
	7.  Did it identify what several trends share or how they affect each other; generalise the patterns?
	7.  Did it identify what several trends share or how they affect each other; generalise the patterns?



	8. Did it form a theory that draws together or integrates the abstract systems?
	8. Did it form a theory that draws together or integrates the abstract systems?
	8. Did it form a theory that draws together or integrates the abstract systems?
	8. Did it form a theory that draws together or integrates the abstract systems?
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	How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
	How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
	How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
	How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
	How do the glands in the wall of the stomach know how 
	much acid to squirt out? 


	Level 8: 
	Level 8: 
	Level 8: 
	this indicates the intuitive theory if the other ideas 
	are consistent with it and support it.



	You said that too much acid could cause ulcers.
	You said that too much acid could cause ulcers.
	You said that too much acid could cause ulcers.
	You said that too much acid could cause ulcers.


	Level 1: 
	Level 1: 
	Level 1: 
	linked ideas in a way that matched the teaching



	If I ate a … need different amounts of hydrochloric acid.
	If I ate a … need different amounts of hydrochloric acid.
	If I ate a … need different amounts of hydrochloric acid.
	If I ate a … need different amounts of hydrochloric acid.


	Level 4:
	Level 4:
	Level 4:
	 inferred link between the proteins in foods and 
	therefore how much acid they need.



	I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow 
	I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow 
	I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow 
	I don’t think I have ulcers in my stomach and so somehow 
	my body controls it. 


	Level 5:
	Level 5:
	Level 5:
	 inferred that the release process must be controlled 
	like other processes in her body.



	Do my eyes … food I will eat?  
	Do my eyes … food I will eat?  
	Do my eyes … food I will eat?  
	Do my eyes … food I will eat?  

	Can you tell … chewing the food? 
	Can you tell … chewing the food? 

	Do you have detectors in your stomach to tell you?
	Do you have detectors in your stomach to tell you?


	Level 6:
	Level 6:
	Level 6:
	 inferred possible trends
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